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InternAtIonAl  
SocIAl ScIence councIl (ISSc)
the primary international body representing  
the social, economic and behavioural 
sciences at a global level.

tHe BelMont ForuM
a high-level body consisting of the main  
funders of global environmental  
change research. 

tHe BelMont cHAllenge
to deliver knowledge needed for action  
to avoid and adapt to deleterious  
environmental change including extreme 
hazardous events.

—
WorKSHoP oBJectIVe
to increase the extent to which social  
scientists from all parts of the world  
are aware of the Belmont forum and fully  
involved in shaping and contributing  
to its initiatives.
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introduction

the last two years have seen increasingly sharp demand 
for the social sciences to contribute to understanding and 
responding to global environmental change (GEc). over this 
time, a series of international initiatives have been launched 
to map GEc research challenges, establish the necessary 
organisational, governance and funding arrangements, and 
mobilise international scientific communities.

one such initiative is the Belmont Forum1 (see sidebar), 
which has specifically identified social science contribu-
tions as essential to addressing GEc issues within the 
framework of the Belmont challenge.2,3 in January 2010, 
the Belmont Forum invited the iSSc to represent the inter-
national social science community as a member of the 
Forum and to organise an agenda setting workshop. this 
event took place on 8-9 June 2011 (see sidebar). 

Apart from the Belmont Forum, other international initia-
tives include: the Earth System science visioning process 
– led by the international council for Science (icSu) in col-
laboration with the iSSc – and resultant Grand challenges 
framework;4 and more recently, the proposal by the icSu-
iSSc-Belmont Forum Alliance5 to establish a new 10-year 
Earth System Sustainability initiative (ESSi). the transition 
team that has been asked to design the ESSi has a very 
important agenda setting task. drawing on the Grand chal-
lenges framework, as well as the Belmont Forum White 
Paper, they will identify the 10 or 20 most urgent integrated 
research priorities to be addressed at the international 
level. this report – representing the deliberations and 
results of the recent agenda setting workshop – will feed 
directly into this process, contributing to it a strengthened 
and markedly global social science voice.

the iSSc has been promoting international research on the 
social and human dimensions of GEc since the early 1990s. 
it has done so primarily through support and co-sponsor-
ship6 of the international Human dimensions Programme 

on Global Environmental change (iHdP). towards the end 
of 2009 the iSSc Executive committee agreed to develop 
– in partnership with the iHdP and other stakeholders – a 
focused strategy for mobilising a broader and stronger 
social science response to GEc. this includes the engage-
ment of mainstream social sciences. 

this decision built on the iSSc’s active involvement in the 
Belmont Forum and the development of the Earth System 
Sustainability initiative. one of the initial activities in the 
context of this strategy was a scientific symposium organ-
ised by the iSSc in collaboration with the international 
council for Philosophy and Humanistic Studies (ciPSH), 
aimed at identifying key challenges of global environmen-
tal change for the social and human sciences. that event, 
“changing nature – changing Sciences?” took place in 
december 2010 in nagoya, Japan and produced recom-
mendations (see Appendix i) that have informed the iSSc’s 
subsequent work in this area. 

Amongst the iSSc’s other GEc activities,7 in decem-
ber 2010, the iSSc General Assembly also approved 
the decision that the next World Social Science report 
(2013) would focus on climate change. the agenda set-
ting workshop reported in the present document will 
provide invaluable input for this and for the iSSc’s cli-
mate change design Project, funded by the Swedish 
international development cooperation Agency (Sida). 
this project is a response to the increased demand for 
social sciences research on climate change, and the lack 
of adequate research funding at the global level to meet 
that demand. the project’s main objective is to design a 
10-year global climate change research funding and coor-
dination initiative for social science research on climate 
change and broader GEc. this is to be done in collabora-
tion with iSSc members, programmes, partners and the 
wider international social science research, funding, and 
policy communities.8 

1 http://igfagcr.org/index.php/belmont-forum

2 http://igfagcr.org/index.php/challenge

3 the Belmont Forum (2011). the Belmont challenge: A Global, Environmental research Mission for Sustainability; p. 2. Available at http://igfagcr.org/

images/documents/belmont_challenge_white_paper.pdf.

4 icSu (2010). Earth System Science for Global Sustainability: the Grand challenges. international council for Science, Paris. Available at http://www.

icsu.org/publications/reports-and-reviews/grand-challenges.

5 unESco, unEP, unu are now also members of the Alliance.

6 With co-sponsors the united nations university (unu) and the international council for Science (icSu).

7 For further information on the full range of iSSc GEc activities, please see: http://www.worldsocialscience.org.

8 For more information on the iSSc climate change design Project,  

please see http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/iSSc_climate_change_design_Project.pdf.

http://igfagcr.org/index.php/belmont-forum
http://igfagcr.org/index.php/challenge
http://igfagcr.org/images/documents/belmont_challenge_white_paper.pdf
http://igfagcr.org/images/documents/belmont_challenge_white_paper.pdf
http://www.icsu.org/publications/reports-and-reviews/grand-challenges
http://www.icsu.org/publications/reports-and-reviews/grand-challenges
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC_Climate_Change_Design_Project.pdf
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Additional important contributions to the Belmont Forum, 
the ESSi and the iSSc climate change design Project 
processes, as well as to the agenda setting workshop 
described here, are the following:
–– the 2010 World Social Science report:  
a global review of the state of social sciences;1 
–– the 2010 iScu Belmont Panel report: a review  
of the international research capacity/capability  
to respond to the Belmont challenge;2

–– the report on the Survey of Social Scientists and 
Humanities Scholars on Engagement in Global  
Environmental change research undertaken by iHdP  
in collaboration with unESco and the iSSc;3

–– A forthcoming white paper on the social dimensions  
of climate change, produced through the collaboration 
of 19 un agencies (available november 2011);

–– European Science Foundation (ESF) – responses  
to Environmental and Societal challenges for  
our unstable Earth paper on challenges of  
the Anthropocene: contributions from Social Sciences 
and Humanities (forthcoming).

the iSSc climate change design Project, which will run 
until June 2012, will now draw together the threads of all 
these initiatives and inputs, including the discussions of the 
agenda setting workshop, as synthesised here. 

the iSSc-Belmont Forum agenda setting workshop, held 
on June 8-9, 2011, brought together an international and 
interdisciplinary group of over 60 social sciences scholars 
representing academia, non-governmental organisations, 
intergovernmental institutions, science policy makers 
and social science funding agencies from 25 countries.4  

to ensure broad and balanced disciplinary coverage, geo-
graphic reach, gender representation, and research inter-
ests, the iSSc invited key regional social science bodies 
to nominate social science scholars (including at least one 
early career social scientist) working both within and out-
side of the field of GEc. Participants were selected from 
amongst the nominations by the Workshop organising 
committee,5 alongside additional representatives of the 
international social science community such as the iHdP. 

the main purpose of the workshop was to:
–– increase the extent to which social scientists from all 
parts of the world are aware of the Belmont Forum and 
fully involved in shaping and contributing to its initia-
tives;
–– Bring critical social science perspectives to bear on the 
Belmont challenge;
–– Strengthen an international network of social scientists 
focusing on research relevant to the Belmont challenge;
–– Learn from nationally funded programmes that support 
social science research for GEc; 
–– disseminate information on the Belmont Forum  
and other international GEc initiatives, such as  
the ESSi and the iSSc climate change design Project,  
to a broad selection of representatives of the social sci-
ence community.

the workshop also served to: 
–– inform design of the 10-year Earth System Sustain-
ability initiative (ESSi); and provide input for the iSSc 
climate change design Project (see above).

–– Form a basis for the iSSc, the iHdP, unESco and 
other partners to work together on:
–¬ Expanding the international social science GEc com-
munity;
–¬ interacting with decision makers, as well as research-
ers from other fields and sectors;
–¬ developing a consolidated, global social science 
knowledge agenda on GEc;
–¬ Ensuring that the social sciences co-design, develop 
and become involved in new initiatives such as the 
ESSi, the intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform 
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (iPBES), 6 
and the iSSc climate change design Project.

the workshop participants were asked to critically reflect 
upon the Belmont challenge. they were given the oppor-
tunity to inquire into what they believe are the most rel-
evant, compelling, urgent, and useful research questions 
to be asked in relation to this challenge, at global and 
regional scales. How do these questions differ in different 
regions of the world? do the priority foci identified by the 

1 iSSc (2010). World Social Science report: Knowledge divides. united nations Educational, Scientific, and cultural organization, Paris.  

Available at http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=62.

2 icSu (2010). regional Environmental change: Human Action and Adaptation. international council for Science, Paris.  

Available at http://www.icsu.org/publications/reports-and-reviews/belmont-report.

3 iHdP (2011). Survey of Social Sciences Scholars on Engagement in Global Environmental change research. international Human dimensions 

Programme on Global Environmental change (iHdP). Available at http://www.ihdp.unu.edu/file/get/9091

4 See Appendix ii for the list of workshop participants.

5 the Workshop organising committee comprised: Alberto cimadamore, Latin American council of Social Sciences (cLAcSo); Anantha duraiappah, 

international Human dimensions Programme on Global Environmental change (iHdP); Asunción Lera St clair, iSSc climate change design Project; 

Patrick Monfray, Belmont Forum: Agence nationale de la recherche, France (Anr); Paul rouse, international Forum of Funding Agencies in the Social 

Sciences and Humanities (iFFA): Economic and Social research council (ESrc); Ebrima Sall, council for the development of Social Science research in 

Africa (codESriA); Heide Hackmann and Eleanor Hadley Kershaw, iSSc.

6 See http://ipbes.net/. 

http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=62
http://www.icsu.org/publications/reports-and-reviews/belmont-report
http://www.ihdp.unu.edu/file/get/9091
http://ipbes.net/
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Belmont Forum take precedence in social science work 
on global environmental change? Should they? What 
other key focal areas are being addressed or should be 
(e.g. food security, climate change, conflict, inequality)? 
What alternative framing of the Belmont challenge could 
the social sciences deliver?

Participants were also asked to identify ways of mobilis-
ing and building capacity within the broader social science 
communities to increase the production of social science 
research relevant to the Belmont challenge and GEc. they 
considered how to ensure that this research makes a dif-
ference, and how to better realise the integration of social 
and natural sciences within the field of GEc. Additionally, the 
workshop launched a mapping exercise to identify centres 
of excellence and the strengths and weaknesses of social 
science research on GEc in different regions of the world. 

the workshop was generously funded by two members of 
the Belmont Forum - the natural Environment research 
council (nErc), uK, and the Agence national de la 
recherche (Anr), France, - as well as the iSSc member 
organisation, the Economic and Social research coun-
cil (ESrc), uK. 

this document summarises the discussions at this con-
sultative event, as well as drawing on written submissions 
from participants received in advance of and subsequent 
to the workshop. it is not exhaustive and represents the 
different points of view raised by participants rather than 
an iSSc agenda or strategy position: no attempt has been 
made to fully reconcile conflicting views. this report is also 
intended as a resource document – providing input for a 
range of initiatives beyond the Belmont Forum, includ-
ing the climate change design Project, and the work of 
the Global Alliance transition team developing the ESSi.  
A first draft was produced by the writing team, circulated 
for comments from the workshop participants, and final-
ised on the basis of their input.1 

1 See Appendix iii for the workshop programme and Appendix iV for links to all input presentations.

The workshop participants  
were asked to critically reflect  
upon the Belmont Challenge.  
They were given the opportunity  
to inquire into what they believe  
are the most relevant, compelling,  
urgent, and useful research  
questions to be asked in relation  
to this Challenge, at global  
and regional scales.
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summary  
of workshop discussions
the workshop was split into two sessions. relevant inputs 
were first presented, followed by participants considering 
the workshop themes in breakout groups. 1 Each breakout 
group reported back to the larger group, followed by an 
open round of discussions within the plenary. 

the first session focused on identifying the most compel-
ling, urgent, and useful social science research priorities 
in relation to GEc and the Belmont challenge. the second 
session focused on the requirements for effective social 
science mobilisation and capacity development. this sec-
tion of the report summarises these two rounds of discus-
sions. responses from participants have been thematically 
categorised and synthesised where relevant. For a full list-
ing of the raw input to each of the questions asked please 
see Appendix V.

the scene for these discussions was set by keynote 
speaker, Adebayo olukoshi, who stated that until recently, 
natural scientists (and too often social scientists them-
selves) have assumed that GEc is a domain of the natural 
sciences only. the role of the social sciences in relation 
to GEc research has been residual, supporting, or non-
existent. the framing of GEc from solely natural science 
perspectives has now been challenged and we need to 
continue challenging the assumption that the social sci-
ences should simply accompany or support research into 
problems that are framed and defined by other sciences. 
that is not to say that what has been defined by others is 
not legitimate. However, it primarily speaks to the preoc-
cupations and language of its defining community. 

dr. olukoshi noted that climate change – and broader 
GEc – is organic to the preoccupations of the social sci-
ences; it is “the domain par excellence of our disciplines.” 2 
Social science questions on GEc should be recognised as 
having the same legitimacy as questions posed by other 
sciences. He contends that the acknowledgement of this 
common starting point provides a useful basis for multi-, 
inter- and transdisciplinary research, into which we should 
be able to enter on an equal basis as researchers, whatever 
our disciplinary or methodological backgrounds.

Many workshop participants acknowledged that an 
inter- and cross-disciplinary, as well as trans-disciplinary 
approach to GEc is paramount. Single disciplines, or even 
a collection of natural science disciplines, are unlikely to 
provide sufficient and adequate data to formulate effective 
responses to GEc. ultimately, any GEc-related research 
should be grounded in an integrated approach that incor-
porates the most relevant epistemologies and method-
ologies from the social sciences, natural sciences, and 
humanities. this would facilitate a far more comprehensive 
understanding of each GEc issue – and the whole of which 
it is a part – than we have to date. it is from such a compre-
hensive understanding of the issue that decision makers 
have the strongest potential to engage in change initiatives 
that advance society toward global sustainability. these 
challenges require: “research that in its very design, execu-
tion, and application demands the joint efforts of natural 
and social sciences.” 3

Such an integrated approach would also include the knowl-
edge and perspectives of the decision makers, policy mak-
ers, and others who will use or are related to the research, 
especially local communities impacted by it. this process, 
while requiring more upfront work, supports the outcomes 
to be as action-oriented, relevant, and primed for uptake 
by society as possible. 

However, the participants pointed out two important 
subtleties regarding the co-design and co-production of 
knowledge with decision makers and users at various lev-
els (from the local to the global). First, when it comes to 
engaging in “strategic science” – science that responds to 
urgent needs – it is vital that decision makers and users of 
the research are involved in the co-design and co-produc-
tion, including helping to frame and define the key ques-
tions. Any big, important questions regarding GEc should 
be framed together between scientists, policy makers, and 
implementers. Yet scientists must also be allowed to “get 
the science right” such that the methodology cannot be 
faulted, so that there is no loss of credibility. Scientists, 
ultimately, are responsible to future generations and all of 
society, not just to policy makers and funding priorities. 

1 See Appendix iii for the workshop programme.

2 iSSc (2010). iSSc-ciPSH Joint Symposium 2010: changing nature, changing Sciences? – Final Statement of outcomes. See Appendix i.

3 Hackmann, Heide, Foreword to climate change, Ethics and Human Security, Eds Karen o’Brien, Asunción Lera St. clair and Berit Kristoffersen 

(cambridge university Press, 2010), p. xi.
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Second, it is also important to make the space for scientists 
to do research that they feel is important to understand 
and address GEc, regardless of what the political implica-
tions are. in the case of such “blue sky science,” decision-
makers and users of the research might not necessarily 
be needed in its initial design and production. their role is 
sometimes important and necessary only when it comes to 
the application and use of the knowledge developed.

As a final note, many participants indicated that the Belmont 
challenge White Paper does not speak adequately to social 
science concerns or fully integrate social sciences perspec-
tives into the research mission and its associated priorities. 
the insights from the large variety of social science disci-
plines, which bring value through their unique perspectives 
and epistemologies, need to be incorporated effectively. 

Social sciences are extremely relevant not only for the pri-
ority research areas, but also to the supporting elements 
that were cited as required to address the Belmont chal-
lenge. these include: gathering information on the state 
of the environment, in this case through advanced social 
and natural science observation systems; assessing risks, 
impacts, and vulnerabilities; and developing and provid-
ing enhanced environmental information services through 
knowledge platforms. in sum, participants recommended 
that the Belmont challenge White Paper should be revised 
to incorporate key social science concerns and reflect the 
important social science contributions critically needed for 
the initiative to achieve its objectives.

Social sciences are extremely 
relevant not only for the priority 
research areas, but also to the 
supporting elements that were 
cited as required to address the 
Belmont Challenge. These include: 
gathering information on the 
state of the environment, in this 
case through advanced social 
and natural science observation 
systems; assessing risks, impacts, 
and vulnerabilities; and developing 
and providing enhanced 
environmental information services 
through knowledge platforms.
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1.1 reconcePtuAlISAtIon  
And clArIFIcAtIon
reconcePtuAlISe. the social sciences need to do 
reflexive, depth work, to reinvent themselves to rise to the 
challenges of GEc. the social sciences arose out of an his-
torical imperative, in response to the real-world challenges 
of their era as well as the struggle for legitimacy and cred-
ibility (e.g. sociology arising as a response to the issues of 
modernity). it is time to re-think the social sciences them-
selves so as to ensure they are prepared to respond to the 
challenges of the anthropocene. Fundamental reconceptu-
alisation concerning social science disciplines and catego-
ries of GEc issues will also help to resolve the existing dis-
connect between, for example, social and environmental 
policy, or strengthen the relationship between environmen-
tal issues and the political and geographical agenda. new 
forms of social sciences may be needed, or new forms of 
interdisciplinarity, to respond to the crucial issues we face. 

examples include:
–– How do we measure value, and how do we decide 
which things are valuable (e.g. progress, human wellbe-
ing)? How can we redefine progress and quality of life? 
We must create and disseminate the new set of metrics 
for measuring the value that underlies global sustaina-
bility. We need to be able to effectively measure growth, 
progress, and the good life/good society, beyond 
GdP. We must not underestimate the power that the 
measurement instruments we choose have in shaping 
debate, discourse, and understanding.
–– the concept of production itself needs to be reframed, 
to look at the metabolic flow of energy from the sun, 
through plants, animals, the soil, humans, and through 
to waste. Similarly, the concept of consumption also 
needs to be reframed.
–– What are the limits and usefulness of Earth Systems 
thinking? What alternative conceptual framework(s) can 
the social sciences offer?1

clArIFY. considerable clarity is also needed regarding 
GEc, across a variety of dimensions. First and foremost, 
where are we going? What is our vision – or visions – for 
dealing with global environmental change? How will we 
know when we’ve succeeded? Without a vision – or a 
variety of pathways – around which the global commu-
nity is aligned, we risk privileging the most vocal minori-
ties and diffusing our efforts and resources. 

1. reSultS FroM tHe reSeArcH AgendA 
SettIng dIScuSSIonS

in the first session of the workshop, the participants were 
asked to consider the following questions:

1) Key social science priorities: 
What are the most compelling, urgent and useful social sci-
ence research priorities in relation to global environmental 
change and the Belmont challenge?

2) critical knowledge gaps:
What are the critical gaps in social science research within 
the context of global environmental change? Which impor-
tant questions are not yet being explored by social scientists?

3) Priorities for inter- and cross-disciplinarity:
Which questions necessitate inter- or cross-disciplinarity, 
within the social sciences and between the social sci-
ences and other scientific fields (e.g. natural sciences, 
engineering, etc.)? 

4) trans-disciplinarity  
and science-society relations:
What difference would it make to have decision makers 
at national, regional, or international levels listening to the 
answers to the priority questions defined? 
How important are the co-design and co-production 
of knowledge with decision makers and other users 
of research; and how do we build this into our research 
agenda-setting processes?

5) Social science framings:
Given answers to the above, how could the social sciences 
reframe the Belmont challenge and its associated priorities?

responses from the research agenda discussions have 
been grouped into eight broad themes below: reconcep-
tualisation and clarification; transformation Processes; 
communication and Education; Methodology, data, and 
Analytical tools; Governance and institutions; Ethics, 
Equity, and cultural diversity; Markets and risk; and Mis-
cellaneous. Each is discussed below. Participants recog-
nised that for many of these issues some research exists, 
yet further exploration is a priority. this section ends with 
a reference to the research agenda findings from the 2011 
iHdP survey of social sciences and humanities scholars.

1 For further questions linked to conceptual frameworks, please see Appendix iV to download Gísli Pálsson’s presentation  

on the forthcoming ESF rEScuE paper: “challenges of the Anthropocene: contributions from Social Sciences and Humanities.”
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MArKet trAnSForMAtIon. How do we set up the 
conditions to support the development of existing markets 
(e.g. agro commodity supply chains or the fishing industry) 
into full sustainability? How might we rethink the nature of 
growth and its measurement? How would we actually bring 
about a global green economy with equitable growth? 
What are the conditions required to foster its emergence?

trAnSForMAtIon oF AcAdeMIA. How can academia 
structurally and culturally make the transition from a largely 
mono-disciplinary focus to being grounded in multi- and 
transdisciplinarity? What can be done to redress the two-
cultures balance between the natural and social sciences, 
such that fully transdisciplinary disciplines arise in support 
of GEc? How do we prepare the next generation of scien-
tists? What changes need to occur regarding peer-review, 
funding flows, recognition and compensation at the uni-
versity level, academic training and other areas in order 
to make this shift? And how could that change actually 
happen? How can we ensure that other forms of knowl-
edge are recognised, and that other ways of disseminating 
knowledge results are explored?

PolIcY trAnSForMAtIon. How does policy change 
occur in all relevant local contexts? What conditions can 
be cultivated to support policy change in favour of global 
sustainability in crucial political arenas? How can we talk 
about policy co-production? What are the multiple path-
ways that might allow social science to help to provide bet-
ter and more specific data to assist decision makers to col-
laborate with local communities/regions in developing and 
owning adaptation/mitigation strategies? What is the role 
of knowledge and power in decision-making processes?

trAnSForMAtIon oF leAderS, cHAnge AgentS, 
And ScIentIStS. How do we develop leaders, change 
agents, and scientists that have the metacognitive and 
emotional intelligence capacities required to understand 
and respond effectively to the profound complexity and 
ambiguity of GEc? Beyond teaching new skills and knowl-
edge, how do we support the development of the deep 
psychological structures that undergird the mind-sets, 
thinking, and action needed to address GEc? 

conSuMer BeHAVIourAl trAnSForMAtIon. Fur-
ther work is needed to understand the deep drivers behind 
human behaviour (especially consumption, power, access 
to resources), and how to best work with them to sup-
port GEc. this includes inquiry into the values and other 
psychological factors – such as worldview and meaning-
making – that underlie behavioural change. A related issue 
is interpretation: How do people interpret GEc, what does 
it mean to them and how does it influence their actions?

Secondly, we need to be clear about the true impact of 
unsustainability. Key questions include:
–– What are the likely impacts on society of major issues 
like urbanisation, displacement of people, distribution of 
limited resources, and natural (environmental) changes? 

–– What are the socioeconomic implications of crossing eco-
logical and planetary boundaries? What social boundaries 
or limits does GEc raise and what implications do they 
carry (e.g. conflicts, reconfigurations of power)?1

–– What are the implications of environmental change in 
broad empirical contexts, such as agriculture, fisheries, 
and timber production?

Finally, some of the key terms we are working with in GEc 
require further clarification. Specifically noted were “sus-
tainable development”, “sustainability”, and “development”. 
regarding the production of knowledge, terms like “interdis-
ciplinary”, “multidisciplinary”, and “transdisciplinary” were 
highlighted as needing greater agreement around a com-
mon definition. Perhaps even the term “global environmental 
change” requires further clarification. different definitions by 
stakeholders of these issues can foster inefficient alignment 
of resources toward unclear long-term objectives. 

1.2 trAnSForMAtIon ProceSSeS
once we are clear about where we are going regarding 
GEc, key issues are: how do we get there and how does 
change really happen? More research is needed across a 
variety of dimensions related to transformation, ranging 
from individuals to markets to society. 

SocIAl trAnSForMAtIon. How does social transfor-
mation come about; how does it really work? What can we 
learn from current and past social movements in order to 
stimulate new ones that support the GEc agenda? What 
conditions can be put in place to foster large-scale social 
transformation toward sustainability? What incentives 
might trigger changes in the social practices, structures, 
and systems – in each local context – that would foster 
sustainability? A related issue is adaptability: under what 
conditions have communities and societies adapted in 
order to be sustainable? What is the history of adaptation, 
including archaeological perspectives?

ProceSS And PlAtForM trAnSForMAtIon. What 
are the processes and platforms needed to facilitate large-
scale collaboration, innovation, knowledge transfer, and 
new value creation for global sustainability? Which exist-
ing platforms and processes can be used, and which new 
ones are needed?

1 For example, in relation to the iPBES (http://ipbes.net/): social anthropology, sociology, cultural understandings,  

and indigenous knowledge would be beneficial.

http://ipbes.net/
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1.4 MetHodologY, dAtA,  
And AnAlYtIcAl toolS
MetHodologIeS. Additional research is required to 
refine or build methodologies relevant for GEc. Prominent 
ideas included:
–– there is a crucial need to develop and build capacity 
around common methodologies for inter-, cross-,  
and trans-disciplinary research.
–– What are the appropriate methodologies to better  
integrate modern science with local or traditional  
knowledge and science? Social sciences do not look  
as closely at, and strive to integrate, traditional  
knowledge as well as they could; this potentially  
weakens their outcomes.
–– What methodologies best support the regular, deep 
involvement of local communities in developing the 
solutions and responses to GEc in their areas?  
When responses are externally driven and not  
generated locally they tend to be less accepted  
and achieve insufficient integration.
–– A critical gap is the deeper application of systems  
thinking to the social sciences aspects of GEc.  
Specifically in the form of appropriate modelling and 
understanding the linkages between technology,  
knowledge, and institutions.
–– Methodologies need to be strengthened and  
standardised for the elaboration and construction  
of multi-scale metabolism indicators (e.g. material  
flow analysis, life cycle assessments, and measurement 
parameters for chemical, aerosol and other types  
of pollutants [plastics, heavy metals, endocrine  
disruptors, etc.] and their impacts on environment  
and human health).
–– Baseline data for the social sciences regarding GEc is 
needed in some key areas, mostly in the Global South, 
and particularly in relation to local contexts and evolv-
ing realities. For example, local observatories or clus-
ters could be funded to work on gathering, classifying, 
and analysing local-regional knowledge produced in the 
South, as well as promoting research on key issues for 
local-regional needs. Such clusters could be nodes of 
knowledge sharing for both north-South relationships 
and South-South relationships or cooperation schemes.

AnAlYtIcAl toolS. Several tools were cited as crucial 
for helping to advance work on GEc:
–– Social models for societal behaviour (where possible, 
recognising that not everything can be modelled). Pos-
sibilities of developing some form of prediction capabil-
ity for the social sciences should also be examined.
–– risk assessment tools, as related to GEc, need to be 
strengthened and further developed.
–– Bioeconomics or ecological economics analysis for 
enriching policy making.

1.3 coMMunIcAtIon And educAtIon
coMMunIcAtIon. A common comment is that, to date, 
science has failed in effectively communicating its mes-
sage and educating the populace about GEc. Many par-
ticipants wanted to know why this is, and what can be 
done to address the situation. Specific calls were made 
for additional research on:
–– How to effectively communicate and disseminate 
research findings in local contexts?
–– How to tailor GEc-related communications so  
as to deeply resonate with the different worldviews, 
value systems, and meaning-making systems  
present in in any population, thereby supporting  
behavioural change?
–– How to build a common language and a comprehensive 
methodology for communication between the natural 
sciences and social sciences, and from the natural and 
social sciences to the rest of society?
–– How to make social science language more accessible 
(i.e. clearer and more consistent)?

educAtIon. A high priority is research on how to better 
educate people about GEc issues.
–– What curriculum is needed for students, youth and 
adults, men and women, to learn appropriate social  
science knowledge related to GEc?

–– How do we more effectively raise interdisciplinary 
awareness on climate and environmental issues  
(global environmental literacy) at the primary,  
secondary, and tertiary levels? How can the relevant 
actors be motivated?
–– What is the role of the media in educating people about 
GEc issues? How can we better understand how media 
might play a detrimental role? 

There is a crucial need  
to develop and build capacity 
around common methodologies  
for inter-, cross-, and trans- 
disciplinary research.
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culturAl dIVerSItY. to collectively respond well to GEc, 
we need further research into how to integrate the diversity 
of local, regional, and cultural perspectives into the dialogue. 
How do we not alienate any voices without becoming mired in 
pluralism? How do we honour the equal ground value of each 
perspective while acknowledging the different relative value 
of voices as related to different elements of GEc? related to 
this, what is the role of different value systems in individual 
and collective behaviour and decision making?

1.7 MArKetS And rISK
Beyond the aforementioned topics on how to build a 
green and equitable economy, and how to transform spe-
cific markets to be more sustainable, a few specific ideas 
related to markets and risk arose as high priority.
–– What are the market and marketing influences on GEc? 
How are markets formed; how can we understand the 
exchange process? 
–– How do we ensure there isn’t an ideological domination 
of the GEc dialogue by a market perspective? How do 
we support the development of a more integral, holistic 
approach and discourse concerning GEc?
–– the mechanisms of water trade and the political mech-
anisms behind it need research, looking at what works 
and what does not (e.g. the economic mechanisms 
behind water scarcity/needs).

–– We need a deeper understanding of what constitutes risk, 
resilience, and uncertainty. Also, what are the different 
perceptions of these risks among different stakeholders?

1.8 MIScellAneouS
A myriad of priority issues were mentioned that are either 
cross-cutting issues or do not correspond with any of the 
other categories. these are nonetheless important to con-
sider for a long-term social science research agenda.
–– there is a deep need for longitudinal research  
on the monitoring of population and social changes, 
similar to the long-term data monitoring that occurs  
in the natural sciences.
–– Population growth and overconsumption remain power-
ful drivers for GEc, yet they have largely dropped off 
the research agenda. How can individual and political 
resistance to these issues be overcome so as to sup-
port progress on them? 
–– More cross-country comparisons and analysis are 
needed to understand under which conditions, in which 
locations, GEc will have negative (and positive) effects.
–– How do we effectively integrate social and ecological 
theory (e.g. dwelling, biosociality, nature cultures)?
–– it is one thing to say that action related to GEc is 
socially embedded, but we need to empirically examine 
how that embeddedness works. Key to this is identify-
ing the relevant social contexts for the range of actors 
who impact the environment. 

–– We need to better understand the concept of local identity 
of the population within the social structure and its impact 
on population mobility in relation to global change.

1.5 goVernAnce And InStItutIonS
the role of governance and institutions in addressing  
GEc is critical, and more social science research needs  
to be done on a) how to work with existing structures, and 
b) what changes may be required of them to enable effec-
tive responses to GEc. the high priority ideas that sur-
faced were:
–– How do we ensure collaboration among local, regional, 
national, and supra-national systems of governance?
–– What international governance systems are needed  
to respond to the coming ‘storm’ of environmental  
limits, social limits and conflicts, and global security? 
What other institutional changes are required  
to respond to GEc?

–– More action-oriented and participatory research is 
needed to integrate public participation into decision 
making and for informing policy at all scales.
–– is democracy always an advantage?
–– What is the role of knowledge in policy making and 
decision making (including local knowledge)?
–– What are the social and political repercussions  
of mitigation and adaptation initiatives?

1.6 etHIcS, equItY,  
And culturAl dIVerSItY
etHIcS. research on ethics as related to GEc is criti-
cally needed because of the role it has on framing policy 
issues and the priorities they set. there are, for example, 
significant ethical issues related to fair water trade that 
go beyond the traditional economic framing of the issue. 
Each of the Grand challenges identified through the icSu-
led Visioning Process has substantial ethical issues that 
should be well researched and the resultant insights used 
to inform the on-going dialogue. 

equItY. three principal research streams that are related 
to equity and GEc were identified:
–– How do we achieve equitable and inclusive growth, 
where everyone can harness its benefits but without 
unduly limiting growth?
–– What are the relationships between inequalities 
(within and across societies) and global environmental 
change? How are inequalities (within and across  
societies) perpetuated?
–– How does power operate at global, international, 
national, local, and individual levels? Further research 
on such power relations should also inquire into  
the relationship between power structures and  
ecological degradation.
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top research priorities indicated 
tABle 13 of the report
Question: Which of the following research groupings do 
you consider as high priorities to understand how people/
societies cause, respond to, and adapt to global envi-
ronmental change? Please rank your top four choices. 

rESuLtS:
1. Equity/equality; wealth/resource distribution
2. Policy; political systems/governance; political economy
3. Economic systems; economic costs and incentives
4. Globalisation; social and cultural transitions
5. Education; employment; entrepreneurship
6. identity; traditions; beliefs; values
7. Health care; food security; nutrition
8. new technology; innovation
9. Population growth/decline; age and gender ratios
10. Emergency response; disaster and risk mitigation
11. urban/rural migration; displaced populations
12. Behavioural psychology; behavioural economics
13. Freedom; autonomy; human rights;  

political empowerment
14. Multilateral dialogue; negotiations; treaties
15. Ethnic/resource conflict; conflict resolution

Biggest research gaps indicated 
tABle 14 of the report
Question: in which of the following research groupings do 
you believe that insufficient research is being conducted 
to understand how people/societies cause, respond to, 
and adapt to global environmental change? Please rank 
your top four choices.

rESuLtS:
1.  Equity
2. identity
3. Globalisation
4. Policy
5. Behaviour
6. conflict
7. Freedom
8. Education
9. Migration
10. incentives
11. Health
12. innovation
13. disaster
14. dialogue
15. Population

–– Further work is needed on the differences in vulnerabil-
ity of populations to GEc, at regional and local scales. 

–– inter- and trans-disciplinary research is required regard-
ing multi-scale metabolism analysis and indicators 
(e.g. socio-economic life cycle assessment, analysis of 
energy and material fluxes – bioeconomy – from a social 
perspective, examination of regional and global interac-
tions on different time scales) for diagnostics and evalu-
ation of variables and alternatives in order to implement 
viable adaptation and mitigation actions against GEc. 

1.9 IHdP SurVeY FIndIngS  
on tHe PrIorItIeS  
For tHe reSeArcH AgendA
in collaboration with the iSSc and unESco, the interna-
tional Human dimensions Programme on Global Environ-
mental change (iHdP) recently commissioned a survey of 
social science and humanities scholars concerning their 
engagement with global environmental change research. 
the initial results of this survey were presented at the work-
shop as one of the relevant inputs to the agenda setting 
exercise, and formed a useful reference point for the dis-
cussions. the findings on the priority research topics are 
listed below, as a useful point of comparison with the key 
priorities and gaps identified by the workshop participants. 
Whilst the survey did not reach a representative sample 
and had a low (4.94%) response rate, a total of 1,276 sur-
vey responses were received as of 29 March 2011, includ-
ing respondents based in 103 countries (the most well-
represented regions included Western and central Europe 
[32.5%], Sub-Saharan Africa [17.2%], and the uS and 
canada [16.2%]). Below are the lists of key priorities and 
biggest research gaps indicated; download the full presen-
tation of the findings from Appendix iV.1

1 iHdP (2011). Survey of Social Sciences Scholars on Engagement in Global Environmental change research. international Human dimensions 

Programme on Global Environmental change (iHdP). Available at http://www.ihdp.unu.edu/file/get/9091.

http://www.ihdp.unu.edu/file/get/9091
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2010 World Social Science report  
findings on key obstacles
the social sciences are experiencing an explosion of 
fields and sub-fields, as well as hyper specialisation. 
Additionally, there are divisions between and within social 
science disciplines. While disciplines are essential for 
both the renewal of knowledge and for quality control, 
they can also limit creativity. ultimately, the social sci-
ences must become more inter- and transdisciplinary if 
they are to fulfil their potential with respect to addressing 
global challenges.

the key obstacles to be overcome regarding  
interdisciplinarity include:
–– in principle there is no hierarchy of disciplines;  
however, in practice this is not always the case and 
academic recognition as well as promotion may  
be less forthcoming for those who work in “less worthy” 
disciplines than the traditional ones. interdisciplinary 
research oriented towards solving concrete problems  
is sometimes considered to have a lower status than 
more conceptual blue sky research. 
–– there may be less funding available for interdisciplinary 
research: funding mechanisms are still often discipline-
based, whereas project-driven mechanisms, external 
and mixed–mode funding would make it easier for 
researchers to propose – or to take an interest in –  
interdisciplinary research.
–– there are fewer scientific interdisciplinary journals,  
and therefore few ways to disseminate the results of 
interdisciplinary research.
–– career management, performance management,  
and advancement are framed within disciplinary  
boundaries and measured in terms of publication  
in disciplinary journals.

2. reSultS FroM tHe MoBIlISAtIon  
And cAPAcItY deVeloPMent dIScuSSIonS

Participants were asked a variety of questions related to 
mobilising the social sciences toward more deeply engag-
ing in research related to GEc and building the capacity 
necessary to do so:
–– What are the barriers that prevent social scientists from 
becoming involved in global environmental change 
research? How can we overcome these barriers; what 
types of incentives are needed for social scientists to 
direct attention to environmental issues?
–– What are the challenges for social scientists of under-
taking interdisciplinary global environmental change 
research across the social, physical, and natural sci-
ences? How do we best tackle these challenges?
–– How can we improve the use of social science research 
findings and recommendations by policy and decision 
makers at various scales?
–– What are the most urgent capacity needs in relation to 
increasing the production of social science knowledge 
relevant to global environmental change?
–– What do we need at the international level  
(in terms of funding and networking) for this sort  
of research to happen?

the following is a summary of the participants’ insights, 
which have been broken into five categories: Barriers 
and challenges; Solutions and Ways Forward; improved 
research use by Policy and decision Makers; capacity 
development; and Support requested from international 
Funding and networking organisations.

2.1 BArrIerS And cHAllengeS
the 2010 World Social Science report (WSSr) is an 
important resource to understand the barriers and chal-
lenges faced with respect to social sciences and GEc.1 
Françoise caillods (Senior Managing Editor of the 2010 
World Social Science report, iSSc) presented, among 
other things, a list of key barriers and challenges listed in 
the 2010 WSSr.2 Many of the participants reiterated these 
challenges during the discussions. As such, the lists from 
the WSSr presentation are first offered below, followed by 
additional barriers noted by the participants. the subse-
quent section focuses on the solutions and potential ways 
forward to address these issues.

1 iSSc (2010). World Social Science report: Knowledge divides. united nations Educational, Scientific, and cultural organization, Paris. Available at 

http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=62.

2 See Appendix iV to download the presentation about the 2010 World Social Science report, by Françoise caillods.

http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=62
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Participants’ Suggestions:
FrAgMentAtIon And lAnguAge. disciplinary frag-
mentation and language differences within the social sci-
ences and humanities result in fragmentation between the 
key theories from leading thinkers. 
research is not sufficiently disseminated due to the lan-
guage limitations, which leads to duplication, lack of syn-
thesis, limited scaling, and failure to take advantage of syn-
ergies. the overall lack of collaboration across the social 
sciences is a key challenge for GEc. nonetheless, there 
are good examples of interdisciplinary research being 
done, and they should be looked at closely.1 

BIASed FrAMIng. the framing of GEc research ques-
tions is often approached from a natural science point of 
view, which ends up not attracting social scientists, and 
can lead to bias and narrowness. For example, the term 
“Earth System” science, or any notion of “global” framing 
may alienate some social scientists due to their epistemol-
ogy or the scale at which they work. in general, social sci-
ence research tends to work at local, regional, and national 
scales. therefore, to integrate well, this difference in scale 
should be taken into account when designing combined 
research between the natural and social sciences. the 
more funders can frame questions inclusively, such that 
they acknowledge the social science dimensions, the more 
social scientists will be drawn to participate.

InSuFFIcIent leAderSHIP And engAgeMent.
Social scientists have frequently not been invited to take a 
leadership role in the development of and engagement with 
major research questions related to GEc. By being invited 
in late in the process, when it may be too late to reframe, 
their voices and potential impact are drowned out. this 
has contributed to the situation that many leading think-
ers within the social sciences are not involved in GEc. two 
related issues are:
–– overall, there is weak mentorship for emerging scien-
tists, especially as related to engaging in interdiscipli-
nary research and GEc research.
–– it has been historically difficult for social scientists to 
connect strongly and regularly with policy makers and 
leaders of social movements in order to jointly develop 
concrete solutions.

other interdisciplinary challenges of gec raised by 
the WSSr 2010, especially as related to overcoming 
the social/natural divide, are:
–– Social and natural sciences have different research 
traditions, different cultures, and often speak  
different languages:
–¬ Social scientists are wordier, privileging the construc-
tion of conceptual frameworks rather than aiming to 
find concrete solutions; many social scientists believe 
in the social construction of scientific knowledge, and 
this can undercut attempts to collaborate with natural 
scientists, who may prefer a more positivist approach.
–¬ Some natural scientists attempt to – or, due to inade-
quate frameworks or incentives for collaborating with 
social scientists, might be required to – undertake 
social science research themselves without sufficient 
training or background in social sciences. 

–– Questions remain. Although interdisciplinarity is key, it 
could be detrimental for traditional disciplinary distinctions 
– or whole disciplines themselves – to disappear. How can 
interdisciplinary training be enhanced while the disciplines 
are maintained? this leads to the issue of scientists’ train-
ing: should social scientists be trained in natural sciences 
and vice versa? Should integrated transdisciplinary train-
ing be prioritised? or, should this take the form of addi-
tional ad hoc, yet rigorous, training? or dual training? in 
terms of institutions, inter- and transdisciplinary research 
institutions are still rare and should be developed through 
more effective institutional management.

Key challenges and issues around the research-policy 
nexus raised by the WSSr 2010 are:
–– the interface between policy-makers and researchers, which 
can be tense: they have different time lines and different 
objectives. Some social science researchers are reluctant 
to engage in policy advice due to: lack of conviction in the 
effectiveness of current frameworks for such interaction; 
belief that this should not be the function of knowledge or 
that there is no “true” advice; or belief that advice should only 
be used if it has been socially constructed and accepted.  
on the other hand, policy makers regret that they don’t cur-
rently have access to rigorous and transparent evidence on 
the extent of problems and on what works.

–– the success of any policy depends on the degree of its 
acceptance by the population concerned: early participa-
tion of local stakeholders is needed to secure ownership.
–– decision makers are found at all levels; local, national, 
regional and international / central levels of decision 
making should be considered when referring to the 
research-policy nexus. research findings influence 
decisions, but rarely immediately. in fact, concepts and 
findings do percolate through to the informed public, 
through education, through the media, and through the 
work of think tanks. in this way knowledge and research 
end up influencing policy debates.

1 Hector Sejenovich suggested several examples of interdisciplinary work being done in Latin America related to GEc.
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creAte gloBAl ASSeSSMentS And IntegrAtIng 
FrAMeWorKS. Periodic integrated global assessments 
are needed; these would fully integrate the social sciences 
into global change assessments. these could be sup-
ported by encouraging proposals to include a comprehen-
sive framework that would integrate the research results 
coming out from different methodologies and research 
tools (quantitative / qualitative). Such a common integrat-
ing framework that would feed into the integrated global 
assessments still needs to be developed.

IMProVe AcAdeMIc And FundIng ProceSSeS 
And StructureS. Both the proposal and journal review 
processes need to be adjusted in order to support and bet-
ter value interdisciplinary research as well as north-South 
cooperation. Within universities, changes need to be made 
to shift from the predominant favouring of the disciplinary 
model to one which recognises and supports the contribu-
tion of interdisciplinary exchange and research. We must 
recognise that these changes have been called for by many 
and for some time: systems-level changes within funding 
and science and technology policy must be implemented 
accordingly.

deVeloP InnoVAtIVe recognItIon And reWArd 
StructureS. A parallel process to revamping existing 
structures in funding agencies, journals, and universities 
is to build recognition and reward structures that support 
interdisciplinary research for GEc. High-profile, highly 
funded initiatives that set the “gold standard” for quality 
interdisciplinary research for GEc could go a long way 
toward catalysing change across the system as a whole.

2.2 SolutIonS And WAYS ForWArd
Participants posed a number of potential solutions and 
new directions that would begin to address the aforemen-
tioned challenges. there was insufficient time to generate 
solutions to all of the issues.

FrAMe And reFrAMe. Major GEc questions and related 
disciplines can be reframed to recognise the inherent social 
sciences elements. instead of “Earth System Science”, for 
example, a phrase like “Social transformations and Global 
change” could be used. the difficulty is coming up with 
framing that also appeals to natural scientists. regardless, 
an integrated approach to framing research questions 
should become the norm; such an approach would ideally 
result in the creation of shared opportunities for social and 
natural scientists to contribute their knowledge. it was also 
noted that social scientists ought to increase the rate at 
which they invite natural scientists to participate with them 
in research. one participant suggested an epistemological 
redefinition of each science based on the problems posed 
by global change. ultimately, this person claimed, we are 
aiming toward a science of the environment that brings 
together the integrated knowledge of all sciences.

BuIld SuPPort netWorKS, A dAtABASe, And A 
gec coMMunItY oF PrActIce. Additional support 
networks are needed that engage both sciences and pro-
vide the platforms to learn about and do interdisciplinary 
research related to GEc. connected to this would be a 
public global database of social sciences and natural sci-
ences work that is relevant to GEc. the final piece is to 
support the development of an epistemic community of 
practice from across disciplines that are working on GEc. 
it was noted that the iHdP is already providing a strong 
support network, and the new Earth System Science initia-
tive will offer the international GEc community the neces-
sary opportunities to create platforms and networks: the 
beginnings of which will be formed in the coming months 
by the transition team put in place to design the initiative.
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2.4 cAPAcItY deVeloPMent
in order to increase the production of social science 
knowledge relevant to GEc, significant capacity develop-
ment is required. However, clarity is required on two lev-
els. First of all, it is not clear to many participants where 
we are going with respect to the social sciences and 
GEc. What are the objectives of the research agenda? 
Secondly, once we are clear about the social science 
research agenda for GEc, it will be necessary to figure out 
the specific capacities needed. overall, there is a lack of 
understanding of what capacities exist, which issues are 
of the most relevance, and what capacities are needed. 
nonetheless, participants did mention specific areas on 
which to focus, which are outlined below.

Some participants also stated that we have a significant 
amount of social science research already that is not 
being optimally used to support GEc. Further dissemina-
tion of existing knowledge is needed therefore as a parallel 
process to capacity development, in order to make such 
research more visible. this could be the role for an inter-
mediate institution, for example through events and pub-
lications (such as the iSSc World Social Science report, 
which in 2013 will focus on climate change).

Finally, knowledge production concerning GEc issues 
must develop hand-in-hand with its usage. therefore, in 
addition to capacity building for social scientists and their 
institutions, concurrent work should be undertaken to build 
the capacity of policy makers, administrators, civil society, 
and citizens. this is becoming increasingly relevant as the 
trend is toward co-design and co-production of research 
with decision makers and members of civil society. 

BeYond tHe ScIence. Many of the recommendations 
for capacity building involved arenas that were beyond sci-
ence alone. they focused more on process and contextual 
knowledge of GEc rather than technical capacity.
–– How to effectively co-design and co-produce knowl-
edge on GEc with different stakeholders, in an inter- 
and cross-disciplinary way, involving the natural sci-
ences.
–– How to engage governments and policy makers. there 
is a need for developing and disseminating knowledge 
on how to strategically engage each relevant country 
government about social science research.
–– the science and context of GEc. Social scientists need 
a degree of competence around climate change and 
GEc issues. their training on environmental sciences 
should also be complemented with social science 
training for those in the natural sciences. this would 
promote a common language and mutual respect for 
methodology and different research traditions.

–– clarification of – and capacity building around – new 
competencies needed by social scientists for 21st century 
engagement with GEc. these include topics like knowl-
edge dissemination, influencing, and communications.

2.3 IMProVed reSeArcH uSe  
BY PolIcY And decISIon MAKerS
Participants at the workshop touched on the important 
question of how to improve the use of social science 
research findings and recommendations by policy and 
decision makers. in general, two strategies are being used 
to support policy and decision making based upon social 
sciences research: 1) a direct approach, which involves 
working directly with policy and decision makers; 2) an 
indirect approach which focuses on working with civil soci-
ety and media who then pressure or lobby policy and deci-
sion makers. With regard to the latter, several participants 
noted that media and knowledge brokers like think tanks 
and consultancies need to be better enrolled to support a 
political agenda for global literacy on GEc issues. to work 
more effectively directly with policy and decision makers, 
participants suggested the following strategies. 

BuIld tHe relAtIonSHIPS. Hold more networking 
events to build relationships between policy makers and 
social scientists at local, national, and international levels. 
By proactively making their capacities related to relevant 
GEc topics known to policy makers, there will be increased 
demand for social scientists’ research. 

engAge eArlY And co-Produce KnoWledge.
Policy and decision makers should jointly design and – 
where appropriate – co-produce GEc research with social 
and natural scientists. this enables the relationship to 
develop, as well as ensuring that the questions are framed 
such that they result in actionable insights that support 
clear societal goals.

FocuS on PrActIcAl outPutS. Social scientists can 
learn from natural scientists and economists regarding the 
output of their research. Extra effort needs to be invested 
to create useful and practical products and tools from the 
research that support decision making, forecasting, and 
evaluating. if the research isn’t immediately useful, policy 
makers aren’t likely to pay attention. 

ProFeSSIonAllY And StrAtegIcAllY  
trAnSlAte ScIence Into PolIcY lAnguAge. 
there is a role for intermediate organisations that can 
translate key social science findings related to GEc into 
relevant data to support evidence-based policy. the 
language of social science research must be accessi-
ble, succinct, clear, and brief. Such institutions could 
also strategically forge and clarify the linkages between 
existing research and policy topics.

StrAtegIcAllY tArget PolIcY JournAlS And 
current deBAteS. intermediate organisations could 
also support the publicising and target-marketing of rel-
evant research into current political discussions. this 
could be via policy journals and blogging as well as 
direct action campaigns. 
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2.5 SuPPort requeSted  
FroM InternAtIonAl FundIng  
And netWorKIng orgAnISAtIonS
the final area participants were asked about concerned 
what needs to be done at the international level – in terms 
of funding and networking – to stimulate more social sci-
ence research for GEc. reference again must be made 
to the 2010 World Social Science report which offers 
significant insight into this.2 the ideas from participants 
fell into three broad categories: maintain strategic prior-
itisation; support cross-pollination; and cultivate inter-
disciplinary collaboration. 

enSure StrAtegIc PrIorItISAtIon oF tHe SocIAl 
ScIence reSeArcH AgendA. Funders and network-
ing organisations need to consistently support the devel-
opment and regular realignment of strategic social sci-
ence research priorities as related to GEc. Such a global 
research strategy needs to be nimble enough to adapt with 
the dynamics of GEc, far-looking enough to maintain pres-
sure on the topics that are really important, and built via 
both bottom-up consensus and top-down strategic vision-
ing. Key to this process is to avoid duplication of research. 
this will require assessing and monitoring existing and 
emerging interdisciplinary research programmes, from 
institutions and international entities all the way to universi-
ties and researchers.

SuPPort regulAr InterActIon  
And croSS-PollInAtIon. 
consistent interaction needs to be fostered between sci-
entists in the north and South and also across genera-
tions. through initiatives to cross-pollinate knowledge and 
mentor emerging researchers, there is a greater chance of 
research partnerships forming to take advantage of syner-
gies. Such initiatives would ideally be done via a funded 
research platform, so that scientists can work together on 
real projects rather than just exchange ideas.

gloBAl SoutH. Extensive capacity building within the 
social sciences is required in the Global South, at all levels: 
system, organisational, and individual. ideally, research 
related to any country should be produced by scientists 
from that country. Special focus should be on regions that 
are likely to be affected by climate change and water prob-
lems. See the 2010 World Social Science report for exten-
sive recommendations for how to redress the global knowl-
edge divide in the social sciences.1 capacity must also be 
built for international north-South and South-South col-
laboration on the basis of equality and mutual respect.

YoutH. Without a steady stream of youth – or early career 
researchers – entering the social sciences, an effective 
multi-generational response to GEc will not be possible. 
Special attention should be on supporting development of 
young and early career scientists in the Global South, as 
well as an overall focus on interdisciplinarity.

uSe oF locAl KnoWledge/ScIence. there are at 
least three capacity building dimensions related to the 
issue of engaging local knowledge:
–– How to effectively and authentically integrate Western 
science with traditional knowledge and science. indi-
vidual and institutional capacity is needed worldwide in 
this area. 
–– How to translate local knowledge into social science 
articles and data. Good practices for how to do this 
need to be developed and disseminated.
–– How to manage and gain access to existing research 
concerning local knowledge/science. it was recom-
mended that such data should be put in public access 
databases, with open source playing an increasingly 
important role. 

1 iSSc (2010). World Social Science report: Knowledge divides. united nations Educational, Scientific, and cultural organization, Paris. Available at 

http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=62. 

2 See o’Brien, K., ‘responding to the global environmental change: social sciences of the world unite!’ and Balstad, r., ‘the interdisciplinary challenges 

of climate change research’ in iSSc (2010). World Social Science report: Knowledge divides. united nations Educational, Scientific, and cultural 

organization, Paris. Available at http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=62. 

Extensive capacity building within the social sciences is required  
in the Global South, at all levels: system, organisational,  
and individual. Ideally, research related to any country  
should be produced by scientists from that country.

http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=62
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=62
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–– coordination of funding is crucial to avoid overlap and 
ensure the strategic agenda is fully addressed.
–– Funding proposals should stimulate the co-generation 
of knowledge across disciplines as well as across sec-
tors (e.g. including policy makers and civil society), 
while ideally being tied to priority change situations.
–– Fund “sand pits” and “change labs” where social sci-
entists and natural scientists come together to grapple 
with complex problems. 
–– consistently expand beyond university funding. Enti-
ties like environmental citizens’ assemblies and other 
organisations that mobilise the masses are important 
partners to promote change. Such networks need 
regular promotion and support, and can engage closely 
with social scientists to advance GEc research through 
action learning.

Fund InterdIScIPlInArY, MultIdIScIPlInArY, 
And IntegrAted collABorAtIon. 
the greatest call came for increased funding of interdisci-
plinary initiatives related to GEc. Participants noted several 
subtleties and details related to this issue:
–– Funders should be willing to be proactive – not just 
consensus driven – and lead the changes needed to 
address GEc. 
–– Long-term and region-focused funding is needed to 
support collaborative research and the development of 
effective interdisciplinary partnerships.

–– Funding mechanisms should support diverse networks 
for international collaborations. these should include 
mechanisms for including early career researchers and 
postgraduate students, and give priority to emerging 
themes and team work that is trans- and interdisciplinary.
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Conclusions

this document has attempted to summarise and synthe-
sise the discussions on the research agenda priorities 
and the mobilisation and capacity building required for 
the social sciences to more deeply engage with GEc. the 
report identifies dozens of high-priority issues regarding 
both the content and the process of developing and imple-
menting a strategic research agenda. the workshop dis-
cussions did not agree on concrete problems to prioritise 
– such as land use, water, or energy – but they brought a 
multitude of ideas, suggestions, experience, and recom-
mendations to the table. Although it would do a disser-
vice to the many differing perspectives and opinions rep-
resented here to extract simplified conclusions from this 
synthesis, below are four key recommendations, and four 
key areas of research, based on the most significant points 
of agreement emphasised by the workshop participants. 

1 KeY recoMMendAtIonS
–– Social scientists must claim the territory of global envi-
ronmental change research as their own, rather than 
see it as a domain of the natural sciences. Amongst 
the workshop participants there was no question as to 
whether social scientists should now become involved: 
GEc is the domain par excellence of social science disci-
plines, and social scientists are ready to engage with it.

–– there is considerable value to be gained by involving 
the social sciences early and often in the framing of 
research questions and the co-production of knowl-
edge around those questions. GEc cannot be effec-
tively addressed if the social sciences are added on to 
the end of a natural science research process. there 
is also a greater chance of creating durable, effective 
interventions if decision makers and other users of the 
research are appropriately involved in the process of 
designing and producing knowledge.

–– Significant capacity building is needed amongst social 
scientists, especially supporting them to develop a level 
of competence about climate change, and preparing 
them with the necessary competencies to help address 
GEc. capacity building is also required to some degree 
within the natural sciences (also in cooperation with the 
social sciences), to allow mutual understanding of the 
fundamentals of social science research and the ben-
efits of integrated social and natural science research.

–– there is a crucial need for the funding of coordinated, 
interdisciplinary collaboration that is focused on a com-
monly defined GEc research agenda. Such a focused 
and aligned GEc research agenda is needed to ensure 
the most efficient usage of resources, avoid duplication, 
drive synthesis across research in order to unlock syn-
ergies, and to ensure that key research is operating on 
the appropriate scale.

2 KeY reSeArcH toPIcS
–– VAlue: How do we measure value? Which things are 
valuable in the first place? We need to be able not only 
to measure progress, but also to redefine what progress 
and quality of life are in the context of the anthropo-
cene.1 these questions have fundamental impacts on 
the way that observations and measurements are taken, 
and the ways that we quantify or qualify human – and 
physical – activity. 

–– trAnSForMAtIon: research should be undertaken 
on transformation across a variety of forms (behav-
ioural, individual, market, policy, academy, social, pro-
cess, and platform). Existing social movements should 
be examined to understand how change is effected. 

–– coMMunIcAtIon: Science communication and dis-
semination should be further examined, particularly 
in relation to decision and policy making. Efforts must 
be made to understand how the detrimental effects of 
miscommunication of science can be rectified, and how 
common languages and methods of communication 
can be developed to allow knowledge to be co-pro-
duced and then used effectively.

–– educAtIon: the participants also emphasised the 
importance of the role of education, in relation to which 
curriculums are needed to allow citizens to learn appro-
priate knowledge related to GEc, how interdisciplinary 
awareness can be raised, and how the relevant actors 
can be motivated.

1 For further discussion of the human condition in the anthropocene, please see Appendix iV to download Gísli Pálsson’s presentation on the forthcoming 

ESF rEScuE paper: “challenges of the Anthropocene: contributions from Social Sciences and Humanities.”
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Next steps

this report will serve as a resource, not only to the Belmont 
Forum and other partners, but to the iSSc, which, in the 
context of its climate change design Project, will produce 
a broader, more comprehensive framework for the social 
science GEc agenda. this framework will pull together the 
threads of the many agenda-setting and visioning exercises 
mentioned here (including the iHdP Survey, the un task 
Force Paper on the Social dimensions of climate change, 
the ESF rEScuE paper on ‘challenges of the Anthropo-
cene’, etc. – see the introduction for a comprehensive list), 
as well as draw on interviews with a select group of leading 
social scientists both within and outside the field of GEc 
and climate change. 

this consolidated knowledge framework, a first draft of 
which will be available by the end of 2011, is intended to be 
shared by all partners and feed into the wider knowledge 
frameworks around GEc being built internationally, in order 
to ensure that social science will be a cornerstone for these 
initiatives. it will also be a key input for the World Social 
Science report 2013.

the knowledge framework will be presented to the Bel-
mont Forum at its next meeting, along with recommen-
dations as to how the Forum can engage and develop 
the network of social scientists established by the 
agenda setting workshop.
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Appendix i: iSSC-CipSH JOinT SYMpOSiUM  
Statement of outcomes
ISSc-cIPSH general Assembly Joint Scientific Symposium 
nagoya, Japan – 13-14 december 2010

changing nature – changing Sciences?
tHe cHAllengeS oF gloBAl enVIronMentAl cHAnge  
For tHe SocIAl ScIenceS And tHe HuMAnItIeS

Statement of outcomes
1 the iSSc and ciPSH are committed to strengthening the 

role, relevance and presence of the social and human sci-
ences in all public spheres, as essential tools to address 
and educate about the complexity of an increasingly 
uncertain world brought about by global changes.

2 it is necessary to overcome the traditional disciplinary 
boundaries that have shaped our sciences and their 
mutual interaction hitherto, in order to:
–¬ Build legitimacy vis-à-vis the natural sciences 
–¬ Promote social sciences and humanities to various 
actors
–¬ recognize their salience 
–¬ Ensure that appropriate funding is available 

3 We can no longer talk about climate change as some-
thing external to the social and human sciences: it is, on 
the contrary, a domain par excellence of our disciplines. 
the need for learning across the sciences is recognized 
as being critically important. 

4 it is crucial to acknowledge the co-production of ideas 
across multiple sources of knowledge (non-expert 
knowledge, indigenous, private sector, etc.) and the 
need to build linkages across them.

5 disciplines are the result of historically developed bound-
aries; we are in a new era for humanity that requires the 
acknowledgement of existing relevant work as well as 
the building of new theoretical and methodological tools, 
and the rethinking of institutional structures in order to 
enable us to produce needed knowledge.

6 Education is crucial. While the social and human sci-
ences play a major role in understanding the world’s 
complexity, scientific education should permeate all lev-
els of educational systems, from primary to higher and 
adult education.

7 We need a better balance between democratic repre-
sentation (still at the local level) and global competences 
needed to address world problems (environmental 
change, social inequalities, social and economic crisis, 
poverty, conflict, etc.).

8 Given the new challenges, we need to elaborate new 
philosophical and intellectual frameworks that can help 
us devise new models of progress and development.

recommendations
1. the iSSc and ciPSH will work towards promoting 

integrated research on global environmental change 
accounting for the conclusions made
–¬ with their members
–¬ across both councils
–¬ with icSu
–¬ with other relevant partners 

2. Because of the inverse relationship between those 
responsible for environmental destruction, climate 
change, biodiversity loss, etc. and those affected by 
their negative consequences and possibly by on-going 
“solutions”; and because of uneven development histo-
ries and on-going uneven globalization;

– we will pay special attention to south perspectives, 
issues of poverty and inequalities, social justice and 
cohesion, differences in knowledge capacities, linguistic 
and cultural diversity, lack of voice and power.

Finally, 
–– the iSSc and ciPSH will work towards developing joint, 
truly global and inclusive programmes of work with 
concrete outcomes and deliverables;
–– We will also assure outreach to practitioners and policy 
making actors; and
–– commit ourselves to promoting public deliberation. 
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Appendix ii: List of workshop participants
▪ scholars nominated by regional Social Science councils and selected by the Workshop organising committee  
▪ other representatives 
▪ apologies

rePreSentIng nAMe role InStItutIon cItY countrY

▪ Africa: 
Social Scientist

Agnes G. Mwakaje F Senior Lecturer  
and researcher

institute  of Resource 
assessment, university  
of dar es salaam

dar Es Salaam tAnzAniA

▪ Africa: 
Social Scientist

Agnes G. Mwakaje F Senior Lecturer  
and researcher

institute  of Resource 
assessment, university  
of dar es salaam

dar Es Salaam tAnzAniA

▪ Africa: 
early career 
Social Scientist

chipo Plaxedes 
Mubaya

F Senior Programme  
officer

african climate change 
fellowship Programme 
(accfP), institute of 
Resource assessment 
(iRa), university  
of dar es salaam

dar Es Salaam tAnzAniA

▪ Africa: Social 
Scientist

Adebayo olukoshi M director united nations african 
institute for development 
and Planning (unideP)

dakar SEnEGAL

▪ Arab States: 
Social Scientist

Karam Karam M Head of research common space initiative Beirut LEBAnon

▪ Arab States: 
Social Scientist

Karim Makdisi M Assistant Professor of interna-
tional relations and interna-
tional Environmental Policy; 
Associate director of the issam 
Fares institute for Public Policy 
& international Affairs

american university  
of Beirut

Beirut LEBAnon

▪ Asia Pacific: 
early career 
Social Scientist

Salma Akhter F Associate Professor department of sociology,  
university of dhaka

dhaka BAnGLAdESH

▪ Asia Pacific: 
Social Scientist

deny Hidayati F Senior researcher on Village 
community Adaptation to 
climate changes & natural 
resource Management  
in relation to Human Security

Research centre for 
Population, the indone-
sian institute of sciences 
(PPK - liPi)

Jakarta indonESiA

▪ Asia Pacific: 
Social Scientist

zainal Abidin Sanusi M Faculty Member of the  
department of Political 
Science, deputy director  
for centre for Global  
Sustainability Studies

universiti sains malaysia Kuala Lumpur MALAYSiA

▪ europe:  
Social Scientist

Frans Berkhout M Professor of innovation and 
Sustainability; director, institute 
for Environmental Studies; 
director, Amsterdam  
Global change institute

Vrije universiteit  
amsterdam

Amsterdam nEtHErLAndS

▪ europe:  
Social Scientist

Michel  Griffon M Programme director agence nationale  
de la Recherche (anR) 

Paris FrAncE

▪ europe:  
Social Scientist

nick Pidgeon M Professor of Environmental 
Psychology and director  
of the understanding  
risk research Group

cardiff university cardiff uK

▪ latin America & 
caribbean:  
Social Scientist

Gian delgado M Full-time researcher centro de investigaciones 
interdisciplinarias en 
ciencias y humanidades 
de la universidad nacio-
nal autónoma de méxico

Mexico MExico
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rePreSentIng nAMe role InStItutIon cItY countrY

▪ latin America & 
caribbean:  
early career 
Social Scientist

renato cader M director institute of Research 
Botanic garden of Rio de 
Janeiro

rio de Janeiro BrAziL

▪ latin America 
& caribbean: 
Social Scientist

Hector Sejenovich M Professor of Social Sciences 
and Environment

school of social 
sciences, universidad  
de Buenos aires

Buenos Aires ArGEntinA

▪ north America: 
Social Scientist

Barrett Brown M co-director integral sustainability 
center

Amsterdam nEtHErLAndS

▪ north America: 
Social Scientist

Ann dale F Professor and canada 
research chair in Sustainable 
community development

Royal Roads university Victoria cAnAdA

▪ north America: 
early career 
Social Scientist

noor Johnson F doctoral candidate mcgill university Montreal cAnAdA

▪ north America: 
Social Scientist

Leah Van Wey F Associate Professor  
of demography

Brown university Providence uS

▪ Humanities inSuk  cha M Professor Emeritus seoul national  
university; unesco chair 
in teaching Philosophy  
for democracy

Seoul KorEA

▪ ISSc executive 
committee

david thorns M Vice-President for information 
and communications outreach

international social 
science council (issc), 
(university of canterbury, 
christchurch)

christchurch nEW zEALAnd

▪ regional 
council:  
AcSS

Karim Barghouti M Assistant Professor at the 
department of Phoilosophy  
and cultural Studies

Birzeit university Birzeit PALEStinE

▪ regional 
council:  
AASSrec

John Beaton M Secretary General association of asian 
social science Research 
councils (aassRec)

Melbourne AuStrALiA

▪ regional 
council:  
codeSrIA  
(MeMBer oF WorKS-

HoP orgAnISIng 

coMMIttee)

Ebrima Sall M Executive Secretary council for the develop-
ment of social science 
Research in africa 
(codesRia)

dakar SEnEGAL

▪ regional  
representative:  
eSF

nina Hoffman F Head of Humanities  
and Social Sciences unit

european science  
foundation (esf)

Strasbourg FrAncE

▪ regional 
council:  
clAcSo

Emir Sader M Executive Secretary latin american council 
for social sciences 
(clacso)

Sao Paulo BrAziL

▪ uneSco SHS 
Sector

Pilar Alvarez Laso F Assistant director-General, 
Social and Human  
Sciences Sector

unesco Paris FrAncE

▪ uneSco  
SHS Sector

Elizabeth Longworth F deputy Assistant  
director-General, Social and 
Human Sciences; director, 
division of Social Sciences, 
research and Policy

unesco Paris FrAncE

▪ IHdP  
(WorKSHoP orgA-

nISIng coMMIttee 
MeMBer)

Anantha duraiappah M Executive director international human 
dimensions Programme 
on global environmental 
change (ihdP)

Bonn GErMAnY

▪ scholars nominated by regional Social Science councils and selected by the Workshop organising committee  
▪ other representatives 
▪ apologies
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rePreSentIng nAMe role InStItutIon cItY countrY

▪ IHdP deborah rogers F Academic officer international human 
dimensions Programme 
on global environmental 
change (ihdP)

Bonn GErMAnY

▪ International  
Forum  
for Funding 
Agencies in the 
social sciences 
and the humani-
ties (IFFA): nrF

Andrew Kaniki M Executive director: Knowledge 
Fields development (KFd)

national Research  
foundation (nRf)

Pretoria SoutH AFricA

▪ IFFA: Anr Jean-claude rabier M Programme director agence nationale  
de la Recherche (anR) 

Paris FrAncE

▪ IFFA: cASS zhe Ji M Specially-appointed resear-
cher

chinese academy of 
social sciences (cass)

Paris FrAncE

▪ IFFA: eSrc 
(WorKSHoP orgAnI-

SIng coMMIttee)

Paul rouse M Head of Environmental  
change, Energy, Global  
Food Security and Water

economic and social 
Research council (esRc)

Swindon uK

▪ IcSu deliang chen M Executive director international council  
for science (icsu)

Paris FrAncE

▪ IcSu roberta Quadrelli F Science officer international council  
for science (icsu)

Paris FrAncE

▪ IcSu Patricia  
ocampo-thomason 

F Science officer  
and regional offices Liaison

international council  
for science (icsu)

Paris FrAncE

▪ IcSu Leah Goldfarb F Science officer international council  
for science (icsu)

Paris FrAncE

▪ Belmont Forum: 
nerc

Steven Wilson M director: Science  
and innovation

natural environment 
Research council  (neRc)

Swindon uK

▪ Belmont Forum: 
nerc

Helen Beadman F Secretariat Manager Belmont forum  
secretariat

Swindon uK

▪ Belmont Forum: 
nSF

Maria uhle F Program director for  
international Activities,  
directorate for Geosciences

national science  
foundation (nsf)

Washington dc uS

▪ Belmont Forum: 
u.S. global 
change  
research  
Program

david Allen M Program Associate for  
international research  
cooperation, u.S. Global 
change research Program 
(uSGcrP)

u.s. global change 
Research Program

Washington dc uS

▪ ISSc climate 
change design 
Project  
(WorKSHoP orgAnI-

SIng coMMIttee)

Asun Lera St clair F Professor of Sociology university of Bergen Bergen norWAY

▪ uneSco / ISSc 
climate change 
design Project

John crowley M chief of Section for Ethics of 
Science and technology, Social 
and Human Sciences Sector

unesco Paris FrAncE

▪ eSF reScue Gísli Pálsson M Vice chair Responses  
to environmental and 
societal challenges  
for our unstable earth  
(Rescue), european 
science foudnation 
(esf); university  
of iceland

reykjavik icELAnd

▪ Policy-makers Lidia Brito F director of division  
of Science Policy &  
Sustainable development

natural sciences sector, 
unesco 

Paris FrAncE

▪ scholars nominated by regional Social Science councils and selected by the Workshop organising committee  
▪ other representatives 
▪ apologies
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rePreSentIng nAMe role InStItutIon cItY countrY

▪ ngos Avanish Kumar M chairperson Public Policy  
management area,  
management develop-
ment institute, gurgaon

delhi indiA

▪ ngos Sanjay Vashist M director climate action network 
south asia (cansa)

delhi indiA

▪ ngos Alex Hannant M Head of Programmes climate and development 
Knowledge network; 
lead international

London uK

▪ unrISd Sarah cook F director director, united nations 
Research institute for 
social development 
(unRisd)

Geneva SWitzErLAnd

▪ croP  
(clAcSo on  

WorKSHoP orgAnI-

SIng coMMIttee)

Alberto cimadamore M director comparative Research 
Programme on Poverty 
(cRoP)

Bergen norWAY

▪ Belmont Forum: 
Anr  
(WorKSHoP orgAnI-

SIng coMMIttee)

Patrick Monfray M Programme officer:  
Global Environmental  
changes & Societies,  
Environment, Earth and Space

agence nationale  
de la Recherche (anR) 

Paris FrAncE

▪ Belmont report 
Panel

opha Pauline dube F Senior Lecturer, department  
of Environmental Science

university of Botswana Gaborone BotSWAnA

▪ cnrS: SSH 
Interdiscipli-
narity

Sandra Laugier F Social Sciences and  
Humanities deputy director  
for interdisciplinarity

centre national  
de la Recherche  
scientifique (cnRs)

Paris FrAncE

▪ cIPSH robert Halleux M Vice-President  international council for 
Philosophy and humanis-
tic studies (ciPsh)

Brussels BELGiuM

▪ eSPA Paul van Gardingen M director (ESPA) ecosystem services  
for Poverty alleviation 
Programme (esPa)

Edinburgh uK

▪ ISSc / IcSu / 
dFg

Alexander Hansen M Advisor and Senior  
research officer

dfg, issc, icsu integra-
ted science initiative

Paris FrAncE

▪ ISSc Secretariat 
(WorKSHoP orgAnI-

SIng coMMIttee)

Heide  Hackmann F Executive director international social 
science council (issc)

Paris FrAncE

▪ ISSc Secretariat Francoise  caillods F Senior Managing Editor of the 
WSSr 2010

international social 
science council (issc)

Paris FrAncE

▪ ISSc Secretariat Mike Murphy M Senior Executive officer international social 
science council (issc)

Paris FrAncE

▪ ISSc Secretariat 
(WorKSHoP orgAnI-

SIng coMMIttee)

Eleanor Hadley  
Kershaw

F Project coordinator international social 
science council (issc)

Paris FrAncE

▪ ISSc Secretariat orla Martin F research & Admin Assistant international social 
science council (issc)

Paris FrAncE

▪ ISSc Secretariat Amy Solar- 
doherty

F intern international social 
science council (issc)

Paris FrAncE

▪ claudine Wiley cellier F Language Assistant international social 
science council (issc)

Paris FrAncE

▪ charlie Welch F Facilitator Kingswood Plus ltd. dorset uK

▪ scholars nominated by regional Social Science councils and selected by the Workshop organising committee  
▪ other representatives 
▪ apologies
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Appendix iii: 
WorKSHoP  
ProgrAMMe

ISSc-Belmont Forum  
Social Science 
Agenda-Setting Workshop 
8-9 June, 2011

ProgrAMMe
tuesday 7 June
19:30
cocKtAIl recePtIon 
restaurant, floor 7, unESco,  
7 Place de Fontenoy, 75007 Paris

Wednesday 8 June
08:30 – 09:00 
regIStrAtIon
reception area, unESco,  
7 Place de Fontenoy, 75007 Paris

co-cHAIrS: david thorns, iSSc Vice-President  
for information & communications;  
Heide Hackmann, iSSc Executive director
—
09:00 – 09:40
IntroductIonS 
Salle (room) ii, ground floor, unESco
All participants 
—
09:40 – 10:00
WelcoMIng reMArKS 
ISSc: david thorns, iSSc Vice-President 
Belmont Forum: Patrick Monfray, Agence national de la 
recherche (Anr), France; Steven Wilson, natural Environ-
ment research council (nErc), uK 
uneSco: Pilar Alvarez-Laso, Assistant director-General, 
Social and Human Sciences Sector
—
10:00 – 11:00
context  
Heide Hackmann, iSSc: Introduction to and objectives 
of the workshop 
Patrick Monfray, Anr & Steven Wilson, nErc: The Bel-
mont Forum and Belmont Challenge
deliang chen, international council for Science (icSu): 
The Earth System Research Visioning Process, and new 
international Earth System Research for Global Sustain-
ability (ESRGS) Initiative 
—

11:00 – 11:30  BreAK
—
co-cHAIrS: Anantha duraiappah, Executive director, 
international Human dimensions Programme on Global 
Environmental change (iHdP); Asuncion lera St clair, 
Professor of Sociology, university of Bergen (from Aug 
2011: research director for climate change & develop-
ment, center for international climate and Environmental 
research - oslo (cicEro), norway)

11:30 – 13:30
FocuS on reSeArcH AgendA SettIng 

Adebayo olukoshi, director of the un African institute 
for Economic development and Planning (idEP), Senegal: 
Changing Nature, Changing Sciences: Challenges for the 
Social Sciences

Brief summary presentations of relevant inputs:
–– deborah rogers, iHdP: Results of an International 
Social Science Survey undertaken by IHDP in collabora-
tion with ISSC and UNESCO 
–– gísli Pálsson, university of iceland: European Science 
Foundation (ESF) Response to Environmental and  
Societal Challenges for our Unstable Earth (RESCUE) 
Social Science and Humanities Task Force Paper 
–– John crowley, chief of division, Ethics of Science  
and technology, Social and Human Sciences  
Sector, unESco: UN Social Dimensions of Climate 
Change Paper 

—
13:30 – 14:45 
luncH
Salle Segur, floor 7, unESco
—
14:45 – 16:00 
FocuS on reSeArcH AgendA SettIng (continued)
Salles (rooms): V (ground floor), Vi, Vii, Viii, Viiibis  
(sous-sol (basement) -1), unESco

Breakout groups to address questions attached separately
—
16:00 – 16:30  BreAK
—
16:30 – 18:30 
FocuS on reSeArcH AgendA SettIng (continued)

Breakout groups continued
—
19:30  dInner
restaurant, floor 7, unESco
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13:30 – 15:00
FocuS on SocIAl ScIence MoBIlIzAtIon And 
cAPAcItY deVeloPMent (contInued) 
Salles (rooms): ii (ground floor), Vi, Vii, Viii, Viiibis  
(sous-sol (basement) -1), unESco

Breakout groups to address the questions  
attached separately  
—
15:00 – 15:15  BreAK
—
15:15 – 16:30
FocuS on SocIAl ScIence MoBIlIzAtIon And 
cAPAcItY deVeloPMent (continued) 
Salle (room) ii, ground floor, unESco
groups report back to plenary session 
open discussion

—
co-cHAIrS: Alberto cimadamore, Executive director, 
comparative research Programme on Poverty (croP); 
Heide Hackmann, iSSc Executive director
—
16:30 – 17:15   concluSIon
rAPPorteurS: Frans Berkhout, Professor of innova-
tion and Sustainability & director, institute for Environ-
mental Studies (iVM), director, Amsterdam Global change 
institute, Vrije universiteit Amsterdam
Francoise caillods, Senior Managing Editor, World 
Social Science report 2010, iSSc
ebrima Sall, Executive Secretary, council for the devel-
opment of Social Science research in Africa (codESriA)

thursday 9 June
09:00 – 11:00
FocuS on reSeArcH AgendA SettIng (continued)
Salle (room) ii, ground floor, unESco

Breakout groups report back to plenary session on their 
discussions regarding the research agenda 
open discussion 
—
11:00– 11:30  BreAK
—
co-cHAIrS: Andrew Kaniki, Executive director,  
Knowledge Fields development, national research Foun-
dation, South Africa; Paul rouse, Economic and Social 
research council, uK
—
11:30 – 12:15
FocuS on SocIAl ScIence MoBIlIzAtIon  
And cAPAcItY deVeloPMent 
Brief summary presentations of relevant inputs:
–– deborah rogers, iHdP: Results of an International 
Social Science Survey 
–– Francoise caillods, iSSc: Insights from the 2010 
World Social Science Report 

—
12:15 – 13:30 
luncH
restaurant, floor 7, unESco
—
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Appendix V: 
ActuAl reSPonSeS 
to queStIonS  
ASKed durIng  
tHe WorKSHoP 
the following is a slightly edited and lightly organised  
list of the actual submissions to the questions  
raised during the workshop.

dAY I – Focus on research  
Agenda Setting

WHAt Are tHe MoSt coMPellIng  
urgent And uSeFul SocIAl ScIence 
reSeArcH PrIorItIeS In relAtIon  
to gloBAl enVIronMentAl cHAnge  
And tHe BelMont cHAllenge?
Metapoints
–– We (social scientists) need to have a common frame-
work in which we examine the idea of the divide 
between social and natural sciences in order to work 
together as a group. We need to examine on one side 
the epistemology and idea of a unifying or meta-theory, 
and on the other hand, the role of multiple and diverse 
frameworks. 
–– there is also a need to develop common methodologies 
for inter and cross-disciplinary research. 
–– We must get clearer about where we want to go as a 
society. Specifically relevant is clarity around the social 
sustainability agenda, e.g. the equality movement.

governance and institutions
–– Building capacity at multiple scales (top down and bot-
tom up approaches, including cross-cutting multina-
tional institutions). 
–– Action oriented and participatory research to inte-
grate public participation into decision-making and for 
informing policy at all scales.
–– the collapse of the government has implications  
on the environment.
–– role of knowledge in policy making and decision mak-
ing (including local knowledge).
–– Ecological security vs. environmental security / how 
people and governments enhance the sustainability of 
environment.
–– Environmental/climate refugees - human security. Legal 
aspects and governance issues related to the above.
–– Power structures and their relationship to  
ecological degradation. 

Appendix iV: 
WorKSHoP 
PoWerPoInt  
PreSentAtIonS 
download the PowerPoint presentations  
using the links below. 
All PowerPoints are available on the iSSc website.
www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=1744

contextS:
–– Heide Hackmann, iSSc: introduction to and objectives 
of the workshop  
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/iSSc-BF_Work-
shop_day_1_contexts_Heide_Hackmann.pdf

–– Patrick Monfray, Anr & Steven Wilson, nErc:  
the Belmont Forum and Belmont challenge 
www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/iSSc-BF_Workshop_
day_1_contexts_Steven_Wilson_&_Patrick_Monfray.pdf

–– deliang chen, international council for Science (icSu): 
the Earth System research Visioning Process,  
and new international Earth System research for  
Global Sustainability (ESrGS) initiative 
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/iSSc-BF_ 
Workshop_day_1_contexts_deliang_chen.pdf

FocuS on reSeArcH AgendA SettIng InPutS:
–– deborah rogers, iHdP: results of an international 
Social Science Survey undertaken by iHdP  
in collaboration with iSSc and unESco  
www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/iSSc-BF_Workshop_
day_1_inputs_deborah_rogers.pdf

–– gísli Pálsson, university of iceland: European Science 
Foundation (ESF) response to Environmental and  
Societal challenges for our unstable Earth (rEScuE) 
Social Science and Humanities task Force Paper 
www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/iSSc-BF_Workshop_
day_1_inputs_Gisli_Palsson.pdf

FocuS on SocIAl ScIence MoBIlIzAtIon  
And cAPAcItY deVeloPMent:
–– deborah rogers, iHdP: results of an international 
Social Science Survey  
www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/iSSc-BF_Workshop_
day_2_inputs_deborah_rogers.pdf

–– Francoise caillods, iSSc: insights from the 2010 
World Social Science report 
www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/iSSc-BF_Workshop_
day_2_inputs_Francoise_caillods.pdf

http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page_id=1744
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_contexts_Heide_Hackmann.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_contexts_Heide_Hackmann.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_contexts_Steven_Wilson_&_Patrick_Monfray.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_contexts_Steven_Wilson_&_Patrick_Monfray.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_contexts_Deliang_Chen.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_contexts_Deliang_Chen.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_contexts_Deliang_Chen.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_contexts_Deliang_Chen.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_inputs_Deborah_Rogers.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_inputs_Deborah_Rogers.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_inputs_Deborah_Rogers.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_inputs_Gisli_Palsson.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_inputs_Gisli_Palsson.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_inputs_Gisli_Palsson.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_1_inputs_Gisli_Palsson.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_2_inputs_Deborah_Rogers.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_2_inputs_Deborah_Rogers.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_2_inputs_Francoise_Caillods.pdf
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/pdf/ISSC-BF_Workshop_Day_2_inputs_Francoise_Caillods.pdf
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capacity Building
–– Social scientists need a level of competence about 
climate change. (a minimum knowledge)

–– Both communities (natural science and social science) 
should regularly educate each other to support integration
–– Education: curriculum development so appropriate 
social science knowledge on GEc reach a wide audi-
ence (including general public, policy).
–– How to develop post-conventional consciousness in 
sustainability leaders and change agents. Significant 
research is still required to understand how to create 
learning environments that will catalyse deep devel-
opment amongst sustainability leaders and unlock 
the capacities available to them at later stages of 
meaning making.

reconceptualisation
–– the social sciences need to do reflexive, depth work, 
to reinvent themselves to rise to the challenges of 
today. it is time to re-think the social sciences them-
selves so as to ensure they are prepared to respond 
to the anthropocene.
–– the social sciences arose out of an historical impera-
tive, in response to the real-world challenges of those 
days as well as the struggle for legitimacy and credibil-
ity (e.g. sociology arising as a response to the issues of 
modernity).
–– But “what got you here won’t get you there.” new forms 
of social sciences may be needed, or new forms of 
interdisciplinarity, to respond to the crucial challenges 
we face (e.g. reframe the concept of production to look 
at the metabolic flow from the sun, through plants, ani-
mals, the soil and through to waste).
–– A key area needing reconceptualisation is how do we 
measure value (e.g. progress, human wellbeing, etc.)? 
We must create and disseminate the new set of metrics 
for measuring the value that underlies global sustain-
ability.
–– Fundamental reconceptualisation of the issues will also 
help to resolve the existing disconnect between social 
and environmental policy, or strengthen the inter-rela-
tion between environmental issues and the political and 
geographical agenda.

transformation Processes: How do we get 
there and how does change really happen?
–– individual transformation: How do we develop lead-
ers and change agents for sustainability that have the 
capacities required to respond effectively to the intense 
complexity and ambiguity of GEc? What are the com-
petencies required to cultivate change in self, others, 
and systems?
–– Market transformation: How do we set up the condi-
tions to support the development of existing markets 
into full sustainability? And what are the conditions 
required to foster that emergence?

cultural diversity 
–– diversity of local/regional perspectives, including  
cultural issues.
–– role of different value systems in individual and  
collective behaviour and decision making.

equity
–– Social and political repercussions of mitigation and 
adaptation initiatives.
–– Social responsibility and ethics of social research.
–– differences in vulnerability at regional and local scales.
–– Gender implications and environmental rifts.
–– Green economy, equitable growth.

research, communication  
and education
–– Messaging and dissemination of research findings.
–– How to engage meaning-making systems and value 
systems for global sustainability.
–– there is the need of building a common language by 
decomposing the box of natural science -social sci-
ences / develop a more comprehensive methodology 
for mutual communication.
–– research about how science works / what are the insti-
tutional barriers? How to facilitate more interactions and 
how to better prepare new generations of scientists?
–– Linking social science with youth (future generations).

Market(s) and global change
–– clarification of concepts such as “development”,  
“sustainable development”, etc.
–– Bioeconomics or ecological economics analysis for 
enriching policy making.
–– understanding drivers of consumer / human behaviour.
–– Market and marketing influences on socio-environmen-
tal change / ideological domination of market.
–– What are the repercussions of only exploring the envi-
ronment from a market perspective? Should we take 
into account other perspectives?
–– Study the relationship between the social movements 
and alternatives to market based development.
–– under what conditions have communities adapted in 
order to be sustainable?
–– How to accelerate market and social transformation.

Methodology and other challenges
–– Baseline data needed in some areas  
(mainly the “South”).
–– developing prediction capability in social science  
(club of rome, for example).
–– Population growth challenge.
–– History of adaptation, including  
archaeological perspectives.
–– Philosophy, anthropology and sociology of science.
–– Social models for society behaviour / is it possible to 
model everything in social sciences? 
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WHAt Are tHe crItIcAl KnoWledge 
gAPS In SocIAl ScIence reSeArcH 
WItHIn tHe context oF gloBAl  
enVIronMentAl cHAnge? WHIcH  
IMPortAnt queStIonS Are not Yet 
BeIng exPlored BY SocIAl ScIentIStS?

–– Systems thinking: Modelling; Linking technology, 
knowledge and institutions.
–– comparative analysis: increasing validity of knowledge.
–– Making social science language more clear or consist-
ent.
–– We need to think about what we have before we talk 
about gaps. there is an enormous amount of work done 
already that is extremely relevant.
–– We haven’t studied the social movements that are actu-
ally happening or have happened in the world around 
social and environmental change. We need to study 
how people interpret what environmental change means 
to them.
–– need for equivalent long term data monitoring as what 
is being done in the natural sciences; long term moni-
toring of population and social changes
–– inter- and transdisciplinary research regarding multi-
scale human metabolism analysis for diagnostics  
and evaluation of alternatives in order to implement 
viable adaptation and mitigation actions against  
global change.
–– the heterogeneous aspect of society on all levels of 
remediation and management is not taken into account.
–– Social sciences should look at traditional practices. 
there is a lack of integration if local knowledge / sci-
ence with existing (Western) knowledge, both on pro-
cess and on capacity to do it (indigenous knowledge 
system).
–– need to research mechanisms of water trade and look 
at political mechanisms behind it, what works what 
does not. Economic mechanisms behind water scar-
city/needs.
–– Ethical issues in Global Environmental change on the 
rise (e.g. ethical issues related to fair water trade, not 
only economic point of view). 
–– Ethics in research.
–– Another research integrity issue concerns the integra-
tion (or lack thereof) of traditional knowledge.
–– Human security.
–– risk assessment.
–– How to bring about a green economy? How can social 
sciences make this happen; what that sort of economic 
and system change in consumption patterns would 
mean for society?
–– interaction between social science, markets, and the 
state, in the face of rapid economic change (e.g. transi-
tions in socialist countries: what happens to people and 
institutions with such transformation?).
–– the recognition of differences of social actors in their 
production practices and different cultures and these 

–– Social transformation: How does social transformation 
really work? What can we learn from the current and 
past social movements? What conditions can be put in 
place to foster large-scale social transformation toward 
sustainability?
–– communication transformation: How do we tailor our 
sustainability communications such that they resonate 
deeply with the various meaning-making systems, value 
systems, and worldviews present within any population, 
thereby cultivating the possibility for significant behav-
ioural change?
–– Process and Platform transformation: What are the pro-
cesses and platforms needed to facilitate large-scale 
collaboration, innovation, knowledge transfer, and new 
value creation for global sustainability?

uncategorised for question 1
–– change the concept of production that is used in the 
economy by another concept of production that starts 
in the generation or not the raw materials and natural 
conditions for production. And ending the concept of 
waste disposal and its effects. [note, the author – Hector 
Sejenovich – has specific details on this for fishing, for-
estry, hunting, agriculture, and petroleum production.]
–– Value of environmental damage considering the dam-
age the entire ecosystem and consistently lost the 
potential production (flora, fauna, air, soil, carbon 
sequestration, landscape water basin) and not just add-
ing a few items considered chaotic.
–– concept of local identity of the population within the 
social structure and its impact on population mobility in 
relation to global change.
–– definition of GdP and national accounts without con-
sidering the accounts of the natural heritage as capital 
account maintenance in the national accounts method-
ology unchanged from 60 years ago when the variables 
to be computed have changed dramatically.
–– use as a planning tool for environmental impact review 
when processes are already decided for the investment 
instead of incorporating the environmental perspective 
from the beginning of the diagnosis of the situation to 
be changed.
–– Maintain planning instruments that do not include 
participation from the beginning of diagnosis and then 
incorporate it with a great sense of membership con-
sent and participation.
–– develop policy on natural resources without taking into 
account the heterogeneity of social actors that leads 
them to seek different objectives and therefore  
the stimuli that should provide for appropriate behaviour  
are very dissimilar.
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WHAt dIFFerence Would It MAKe  
to HAVe decISIon MAKerS At nAtIonAl, 
regIonAl or InternAtIonAl leVelS  
lIStenIng to tHe AnSWerS to  
tHe PrIorItY queStIonS deFIned?
–– it is indeed important to keep them in the loop and have 
them engaged.
–– the concept of joint design and sharing refers to a 
closer relationship with decision makers and this would 
lead to an improvement no doubt. in general the design 
and production technology as well as appear as neu-
tral as a result of a development also is not neutral. We 
should dump these techniques to improve the changes.
–– Yes it’s crucial for implementation and production of 
useful knowledge.
–– We can build this into our knowledge via  
“Frontier organisations” (which translate science  
into policy. For example: iPcc; national roundtable  
in canada, iPBES…). there needs to be oWnErSHiP 
by key stakeholders.

differences embedded in his general characterisation.
–– the incorporation of the environmental study for joint 
interdisciplinary teams where the social sciences play 
an important role but in league with the other sciences.
–– Lack of recognition that all nature is socially mediated 
and that all social relations are in a medium with which 
they interact.

 

WHIcH queStIonS neceSSItAte  
Inter- or croSS-dIScIPlInArItY,  
WItHIn tHe SocIAl ScIenceS And 
BetWeen tHe SocIAl ScIenceS And 
otHer ScIentIFIc FIeldS (e.g. nAturAl 
ScIenceS, engIneerIng, etc.)?
–– Social sciences need to work closely with humanities.
–– incorporate disciplines side by side, not social sciences 
just at the end.
–– Modelling: validated w/ help from social sciences  
(map perception on changes seen), convert into  
political agenda.
–– Anything related to the uptake of technology should 
involve the social sciences, especially incorporating 
local knowledge.
–– Focus on problems or solutions.
–– integrate multiple disciplines and policy/community at 
beginning of research project.
–– “contact points.”
–– All of the questions identified necessitate an inter- or 
cross-disciplinary approach. We recognise that a single 
discipline alone is unlikely to be sufficiently adequate 
to provide the data required for formulating an effective 
response to these big questions.
–– there are some good regional examples on strong inter-
disciplinary work, such as the work Hector Sejenovich 
has done on natural resource Accounting.
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–– can common understanding of risk resilience and 
uncertainty be developed among both social and natu-
ral sciences? (i)
–– deeper understanding of what constitutes risk, resil-
ience and uncertainty; and the different perceptions of 
these risks among different stakeholders? (i)

–– What is relationship between inequalities (within and 
across) and global environmental change? How are 
inequalities (within and across) perpetuated? [S +S]
–– How to communicate and take decisions in the face of 
emerging environmental risks? [S +S]
–– Has science communication failed, and why? How do 
we change this? (i)

gIVen AnSWerS to tHe ABoVe,  
HoW could tHe SocIAl ScIenceS 
reFrAMe tHe BelMont cHAllenge  
And ItS ASSocIAted PrIorItIeS?
–– overarching framework which is questions 1, 2  
and 3 will re-frame Belmont questions from  
social science perspective.
–– A step change requires understanding how quality of 
life is measured? SS focuses on societal needs not just 
planetary boundaries, so its normative questions too.
–– to create knowledge needed for action to cope  
with environmental changes, short-term and long-term
–¬ integrated info on the state of the environment  
and society;
–¬ impacts, both positive and negative;  
and the ability of people to adapt to  
or take advantage  
of these impacts.

–– new priority foci: urbanisation, Food security, Managed 
Landscapes, cross-border issues, including water.
–– the existing Belmont challenge and its priorities pre-
sume we already know what good development and 
progress is. it assumes that climate change is messing 
up our progress toward the MdGs. it is clear that there 
is a lot of research that shows that a different and far 
better future is possible, coming from the social sci-
ences. the documents appear to be blind to that.
–– the way they’ve framed the specific challenges in the 
document is far too specific. Much more could be 
brought in to open those questions up.

–– Yes…
–¬ When it comes to doing “strategic science” – that 
responds to urgent needs, it is very important to have 
decision-makers and users of the research involved in 
the co-design and co-production, including listening 
to the key questions defined.
–¬ However, scientists must be allowed to “get the sci-
ence right” such that the methodology cannot be 
faulted, so that there is no loss of credibility.
–¬ Scientists, ultimately, are responsible to future gen-
erations and all of society, not just to policy makers 
and funding priorities.

–– no…
–¬ it is also important to make the space for scientists 
to do research that they feel is important, regardless 
of what the political implications are. in the case of 
such “pure science” or “blue sky science,” decision-
makers and users of the research aren’t needed in 
the co-design and co-production.

–– Shift the roles…
–¬ Science needs to become the “third force” - next to 
politics and economics - in this decision-making pro-
cess, and that should come via science insisting on 
that role and policy-makers allowing for that space. 
Science should be allowed to co-produce policy.
–¬ the big important questions should be framed 
together between science, policy, and implementers.

uncategorised for questions 3&4
KeY: I = social science and humanities and natural; S 
+ S = integrated social science + humanities
–– Evaluating/measuring progress and the good life / good 
society, measuring beyond GdP. (i)

–– relationship between production and consumption, 
evaluating growth/well-being and population. (i)
–– Ecological/planetary boundaries and implications for 
socioeconomic scenarios. (i)
–– understanding behaviours and consumptions values: 
how behavioural change occurs as well as policy. [S +S]
–– How power operates at global, international, national, 
local, and individual levels; power relations. [S +S]
–– What international governance systems are needed to 
respond to the coming ‘storm’—environmental limits, 
social conflicts, and global security? (i)

Science needs to become the “third force” - next to politics  
and economics - in this decision-making process, and that should  
come via science insisting on that role and policy-makers allowing  
for that space. Science should be allowed to co-produce policy.
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Solutions
–– reframe research: instead of Earth System science why 
not “social transformations and global change. “
–– creation of shared opportunities for social  
and natural sciences.
–– integrated framed research questions.
–– need periodic integrated global assessments –  
full integration of social science into global  
change assessments.
–– A number of prestigious social science centres privilege 
the study of social conflicts seen without relation to 
other sciences. And undermine the seriousness of a lit-
tle analysis that is not very well founded. As it is actually 
very difficult for a social scientist to carry out innovative 
research without personally working with a team in the 
field of climate change studies and environmental such 
are intended to be the marginalisation of science. i think 
the main impetus must come from prioritising the need 
to link theory with practice and require that projects be 
established with ties to change situations of conflict or 
environmental governance processes develop in a pro-
gressive membership also allow interdisciplinary teams.

dAY II – Focus on Social  
Science Mobilisation and 
capacity development

WHAt Are tHe BArrIerS tHAt PreVent 
SocIAl ScIentIStS FroM BecoMIng 
InVolVed In gloBAl enVIronMentAl 
cHAnge reSeArcH? HoW cAn We  
oVercoMe tHeSe BArrIerS; WHAt tYPeS 
oF IncentIVeS Are needed For SocIAl 
ScIentIStS to dIrect AttentIon  
to enVIronMentAl ISSueS? 
there are language limitations still to surpass in order to 
disseminate research outcomes and stimulate interactions 
among researchers.
–– Lack of collaboration within the social sciences. need 
long term / regional funding for collaborative research 
and developing partnerships.
–– SS should be in charge or in lead of programmes or 
policy actions.

Barriers
–– disciplinary fragmentation and differences in language 
among social sciences disciplines and humanities –  
key thinkers and their associated theories are  
therefore fragmented.
–– Framing of the research questions are usually from 
natural science point of view: e.g. Earth System science 
is remote i.e. doesn’t attract social science.
–– “Global” framing alienates some social scientists: Scale 
of functioning between the two are different e.g. social 
science tends to work at local – national to regional 
scales [e.g. to imagine environment as something sepa-
rate form normal social life hence outside social science 
i.e. artificial alienation].
–– Lack of involvement of the leading social sciences 
thinkers in GEc.
–– Engagement of social science late or disproportion-
ate representation of social sciences – their voices are 
drowned.
–– Limited funding especially in developing countries.
–– Weak networking and dissemination of research leading 
to duplication and inability to synthesis and scale up; 
failure to take advantage of synergies.
–– Weak mentorship for emerging scientists.
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HoW cAn We IMProVe tHe uSe  
oF SocIAl ScIence reSeArcH FIndIngS 
And recoMMendAtIonS BY PolIcY And 
decISIon MAKerS At VArIouS ScAleS?
–– role of media to support a political agenda for global 
literacy on environmental change.
–– defining new competencies for researchers (especially 
emerging researchers built around: outreach, dissemi-
nation, influencing, communications etc.
–– to engage in the right research that appeals to policy 
makers: Engage policy makers right from the beginning 
of the programme design.
–– in communication – engage professional translators 
who translate science into policy (language).
–– take advantage of success stories in policy making.
–– target action research that reaches out to many com-
munities to buy in policy makers for voting, etc.
–– capacity of policy makers to hear! Listen.
–– Enhance the communication capacity of social scien-
tists; there is a role for intermediate organisations here.

–– develop interesting SS questions: niches that can 
advance those disciplines e.g. growth and equality of life.
–– concrete integrated coproduction of knowledge.
–– Get clear about who the target audience is and tailor the 
communication so it effectively reaches them. no jargon. 
Language must be accessible, succinct, clear, brief.
–– Extra effort to create useful and practical outputs/
products/tools from the research that support decision-
making, forecasting, evaluating. if it isn’t immediately 
useful, policy makers aren’t likely to pay attention. Learn 
from the natural scientists and economists.
–– two general strategies being used: direct: Work directly 
with policy makers; indirect: Work with civil society and 
media who then pressures policy.
–– Jointly reflect and design the research, so the relation-
ship is established from the beginning.
–– networking events, to build relationships between 
policy makers and social scientists at local, national, 
int’l levels.
–– targeted publications in policy journals.
–– institution committed to publicising and target-marketing 
relevant social science research into current debates.
–– Proactively make their capacities known to funders and 
policy makers; creating demand for social scientists’ 
research.
–– Leverage media and knowledge brokers like think tanks 
to promote the knowledge.
–– Promote the use of social indicators and analysis of the 
situation due to climate change issues in particular sus-
tainable development indicators that together enable 
ecological economics with these joint assessments and 
social sciences could join in specific territories.

WHAt Are tHe cHAllengeS For SocIAl 
ScIentIStS oF undertAKIng  
InterdIScIPlInArY gloBAl  
enVIronMentAl cHAnge reSeArcH 
AcroSS tHe SocIAl, PHYSIcAl,  
And nAturAl ScIenceS? HoW do  
We BeSt tAcKle tHeSe cHAllengeS?
–– Have a very comprehensive framework to integrate 
research results coming out from different methodolo-
gies and research tools (quantitative / qualitative).
–– People have their own questions. there is a problem of 
who sets the questions and who funds.
–– Proposals should include a framework for capacity 
outcomes assessments.
–– reviewers of research proposals should better value 
interdisciplinarity of research proposals as well as 
north-South cooperation schemes. this might also 
apply to (main-stream) journals’ article peer review.

challenges
–– Social scientists feel they are not taken seriously. Yet 
natural scientists are looking for social scientists, who 
lack confidence. in the end they do the research them-
selves.
–– the scale of analysis (spatial and temporal) might differ.
–– Being able to show that their research is significant and 
can make a difference and significant change.
–– Proposals presented differently to an  
interdisciplinary problem.
–– the output loses integration/not up to expectation.
–– Peer review process for a chemistry and anthropology 
paper – how best do that?
–– connecting with Social movement/policy makers for 
practical concrete solutions.

Solutions
–– Social scientists to invite natural scientists to join self 
framed research.
–– negotiate for common understanding on differences of 
operation, etc.
–– Funders to design calls in such a way that they bring 
teams together to design programmes.
–– need for trust and integrity in peer reviewing process.
–– Funding for co-integrated / co-produced knowledge.
–– cogeneration of knowledge: demand driven kind of 
research addressing local but also global issues.
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–– How to translate experiences and local knowledge 
into social scientific articles and data. also in terms of 
managing and having infrastructure for information, and 
access to existing information (considering all the local-
national contexts, for instance in the South). data pro-
duced should be deposit in public access databases. 
Open sources could play an increasingly role.

–– Long-term research work, coupled with long-term funding.
–– Tailored “engagement strategies” for each government 
that are disseminated and used by all social scientists 
who interact with that government.
–– Fund “sand pits” and “change labs” where social scien-
tists and natural scientists come together to grapple on 
complex problems.
–– attract more youth to the field, providing more scholar-
ships, especially for the South to support local infra-
structure development.
–– north South divide. We need to build capacity in the 
global South. This means working at the same time 
at the individual, organisational and system level. 
Research institutions need to be supported in the 
South, and in regions that are likely to be affected by 
climate change, water problems. The objective is that 
research should essentially be produced by social sci-
entists from the countries concerned.  

WHAT ARE THE MOST URGENT  
CAPACITY NEEDS IN RELATION  
TO INCREASING THE PRODUCTION OF 
SOCIAL SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT 
TO GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE?
–– do we need to increase the knowledge production 
capacity? instead probably is needed to work through 
networks and spreading information and knowledge. 
a process in which the focus should be on where are 
we going rather on what we have now.

–– There is a lack of understanding of the existing capaci-
ties, of what are the real issues of relevance. it is needed a 
new paradigm for capacity building in both, natural Sci-
ences and Social Sciences and Humanities. it is difficult 
to get an agreement on what capacities we need and to 
do what (including what we have now and what we might 
need; how people can be evolved; and how can we apply 
research outcomes). Search for common answers is a 
priority. But again, whose responsibility is the aforemen-
tioned? The exercise requires the identification of differ-
ences on capacities between north and South.

–– need research on behavioural science assessment.
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–– dissemination of Existing knowledge/information in 
grey literature.
–– Funding for repackaging /publication mentoring for local 
and international wide use.
–– open access publication.
–– Funding – Enough funding, coordinated funding, fund-
ing questions that require integration of both social and 
natural sciences.
–– networking – support networks that engage both sci-
ences; transfer skills for leveraging funding.
–– create a public global data base of social sciences 
work relevant to GEc. Epistemic community of practice 
from across disciplines working on a common issue.
–– recognition and rewarding system.
–– the analysis of national and regional situation must 
mobilize students and provide opportunities for them 
to PArticiPAtE and generate a critical mass that will 
enable wider dissemination.
–– What we need at the international level (in terms of 
funding and networking) for this type of research to 
happen? First, promote and support networks until 
it reaches a more developed participation must think 
that there is a very important social force represented 
by environmental citizens’ assemblies are an impor-
tant arm to promote change. do not think only in the 
universities but in promoting a comprehensive and 
sustainable management of resources linked with 
science and technique. Knowledge that is linked to 
action and self-sustaining.

WHAt do We need At tHe InternAtIonAl 
leVel (In terMS oF FundIng  
And netWorKIng) For tHIS Sort  
oF reSeArcH to HAPPen?
–– new scientists interactions between north and South.
–– Building intergenerational networks / connections 
between emerging researchers and established schol-
ars and practitioners.
–– Assessment of experiences already in process regard-
ing interdisciplinary research programs, from institu-
tions and international entities all the way to universities 
and researchers. the idea is to avoid overlapping.
–– consensus in multiple-scale regarding priorities on 
social sciences research.
–– correlation between building capacity and funding – 
keeping individuals nationally (block brain-drain).
–– this is important at regional levels, in the north and the 
South. Scientists could play an important role in stimu-
lating this process (talented researchers for non-sexy 
research areas can play key role) and the legal argu-
mentation can be enforced taking in to account already 
signed agreements (such as the one on free access to 
information within the oEcd).

–– Funders need to change their behaviour. they can also 
lead and be proactive.
–– Funding mechanisms to support diverse networks for 
international collaborations, including mechanisms for 
including young researchers, postgraduate students, 
priority to emerging themes, team work (trans- and 
inter-disciplinarity), etcetera.
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